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ABSTRACT
The fortification walls that once protected the bustling colonial port of Charles 
Town, South Carolina lie buried under a thriving, modern city. Archaeological 
excavations and archival research within the last decade have made significant progress 
in unearthing information previously lost to development and memory. These methods 
have experienced limitations, however, since access to the fortifications is obstructed by 
both historic and modern infrastructure. The study of the brick collected from the 
walled fortifications presents potential for new interpretations of development of 
Charleston’s colonial walls. Brick samples from the walled fortification were collected 
for testing, as were brick samples from local historic sites whose construction dates 
corresponded with time periods of the wall’s use. Brick samples were analyzed using X-
ray fluorescence, X-ray diffraction, colorimetry, and water absorption to determine 
individual chemical and mineralogical compositions that could then be compared. The 
comparison of these sample sets identified broad patterns of sourcing and dates. The 
data clarifies where the bricks used to defend Charleston during the seventeenth and 
eighteenth century were being made and how their source changed in response to 
Charleston’s emergence as a world class city. 
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Charleston, South Carolina was once a walled city. Charles Towne as it was 
originally named, was on the edge of the British Empire in the Americas, isolated and 
vulnerable to attack. Although a labor intensive and time consuming endeavor, erecting 
fortifications was essential to the survival of the young colony and its inhabitants in the 
New World. Today, these defensive walls lie buried underneath the streets of a modern day 
city. The once critical colonial fortifications have been mentioned little in the numerous 
histories of Charleston. Recently, however, the colonial fortifications of Charleston have 
experienced a renewed interest by local professionals seeking more information about the 
history, design, materials, and evolution of the structure that defended this wealthy colony 
for over a century. Documentary research has influenced archaeological excavations over 
the last decade revealing much that was unknown about the fortifications. The location 
of these defenses in the center of downtown, however, prevents a full-scale archaeological 
study. In order to continue theexploration of this unique seventeenth and eighteenth 
century structure other methods were sought. One such method became the basis for this 
study.
This thesis uses modern analytical methods and ongoing research into the 
characterization of bricks in Charleston to analyze brick samples collected from the walled 
fortifications excavated along East Bay Street and in White Point Garden. The goal of this 
study was to determine if current analytical techniques used for brick sourcing could 
identify periods of rebuilding or repair in Charleston’s seventeenth and eighteenth century 
walled fortifications by discerning compositional patterns in brick samples collected from 
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the fortification walls. Three of the specific questions raised were:
•  Where were the sea wall bricks being made? 
• Were bricks from different sources identified in the same location? 
• Is there a measurable difference in composition of bricks collected from higher 
than lower in the wall? 
• Was this formidable structure reused in new construction after it’s demolition?
The answer to these questions shed light on rebuilding and repair phases in the 
walled fortifications. Testing the composition of the bricks is important in identifying 
source differences between brick samples collected from the same structure or location. 
Bricks sourced from different areas in the same location suggest rebuilding periods. 
If bricks taken from lower places in the wall share compositional patterns with bricks 
collected higher in the wall this may suggest successive building campaigns. The chemical 
and mineral data produced from the analytical tests provide the answers to these 
questions. Physical tests were also employed to  produce data that may further support the 
analytical results. In order to successfully answer the problem posed by this thesis, careful 
selection of the analytical and methods was made. Since a standard method of testing 
bricks to yield the desired results does not currently exist, professtionals were consulted 
and previous studies using analytical tools was researched to select the appropriate tests. 
The analytical and physical methods chosen were: X-ray fluorescence, X-ray diffraction, 
colorimetry, and water absorption. 
XRF and XRD have been used to trace artifacts to a specific provenance of 
manufacture in the field of archaeometry for decades but only recently have these 
techniques been used to trace building materials. XRF and XRD identify the inherent 
composition or elemental and mineral makeup of a sample. Variations identified 
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in composition suggest samples may differ in several aspects such as: time period 
manufactured, type of clay used, aggregate added, source of raw material, and firing 
process. The physical tests used identify true color and porosity of the brick samples. 
Color and porosity can also suggest time period of manufacture, source of raw material 
or clay type, and firing process. Analysis of the data using available literature as well as 
guidance from experts assisted in interpretation of the results. Two distinct patterns 
emerged and suggested bricks for the fortifications were being sourced from two local 
provenances. These patterns were then examined using historical and current research 
conducted over the course of this study. Once all the findings were analyzed, the analytical 
tools success in interpretation of the evolution of the walled fortifications was assessed. 
This study aims to build on the work being completed by local professionals who 
have recently sparked renewed interest in Charleston’s walled history. The professionals 
conducting the recent excavations on the Charleston walled fortifications are part of 
the Walled City Task Force. This group of local experts was assembled with the purpose 
of rediscovering the walls that for years have lain forgotten underneath the streets of 
Charleston. The research previously gathered in their reports on the history of the wall 
and discoveries revealed by the excavations provided the basis from which analysis of 
changes in the wall can be understood. Their efforts include: thorough research of dates of 
repair and construction, periods of natural disaster and major damage, and development 
of the social and economic community in Charleston throughout the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries from historical records. The research resulted in questions that the 
Walled City Task Force analyzed through archaeological excavations when possible. 
Katherine Saunders Pemberton, Historic Charleston Foundation Historian and co-chair of 
the Mayor’s Walled City Task Force, gathered, labeled, and stored brick samples collected 
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during excavations from 2008 to 2015. Most samples were collected during the 2008 and 
2009 excavations on the Redan at South Adger’s wharf. Ms. Pemberton carefully bagged 
and labeled all the brick samples according to the specific location where they were found. 
The walled fortification bricks used in this study were selected from the sample set stored 
at the Historic Charleston Foundation. Brick samples were also gathered from local 
historical sites around Charleston. 
The walled fortification bricks were selected from six different locations along 
the wall. The samples chosen from the collection at the Historic Charleston Foundation 
took into consideration location and position in order to answer the questions raised 
in this study. Location was an important factor because a representative analysis of 
the entire walled fortifications could be performed if the samples were obtained from 
numerous points. Position of the bricks in the wall before removal was also considered so 
conclusions could be made about bricks from lower or higher in the walled fortifications. 
Overall, eight brick samples were chosen from the following areas: Granville Bastion, 
the redan at South Adgar’s Wharf, the curtain wall on East Bay Street, the wall running 
west from 43 East Bay Street, and the Half Moon Battery. The author also obtained brick 
samples from the Powder Magazine, Colonial Dorchester State Park, and Drayton Hall to 
provide comparison of composition and source. These historic sites were chosen based on 
the following criteria: proximity to Charleston, time period of construction or occupation, 
and available documentation. The criterion was established to collect and test samples 
that might be similar to the walled fortifications and could reveal patterns of sourcing. 
The sourcing pattern could then be compared to the sites with documented dates of 
construction, leading to observations of repair and rebuilding in the walled fortifications 
during the eighteenth century. 
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The analytical testing did result in patterns of sourcing and chronology. 
Limitations in the analytical method were realized during the course of this study and 
recommendations for a more refined process were formed and shared as part of the 
findings and conclusions. The recommendations were then presented as a guideline for 
future researchers. 
As the analytical method is tested and developed, the use of analytical tools in 
Figure 1.1 Map of the walled fortifications 
with samples mapped at location of 
collection. 
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exposing the development of historic properties and structures can be improved. The 
success of this method can lead to a more accurate understanding of a site’s history and 
provide a better interpretation of that property’s evolution for the benefit of the public and 
the historic preservation community.  
Brief History of Charleston
The city of Charleston, South Carolina was officially founded in 1680 and 
rapidly evolved into a walled city. Charleston’s haste to become fortified was a result of 
the enormous increase in the exploration, expansion, and military force of European 
powers occurring during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The British colonists 
of Charleston and their superiors understood the need for immediate protection from 
numerous enemies that explored and patrolled the Atlantic Ocean. The Lords Proprietor 
also needed to protect the interest that the land and products Charleston produced such as 
skins, furs and crops. Charles Town was also a valuable port town.1 
The fortifications created in Charles Town were part of a larger global practice 
occurring up and down the coast of North America and in the Caribbean. Remnants of 
coastal fortifications similar in material can be found all along the eastern coast of the 
United States. The colonization of America provided economic prosperity to the countries 
that successfully claimed a stake in the land. As a result, well-positioned colonies were 
highly sought after. This was a time of great military power for ambitious European 
countries. The constant threat of violence made fortifications necessary throughout 
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Though the sea was the main means of 
1 Robert Rosen. A Short History of Charleston (Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, May 1997) 
1-6. 
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communication and support it was also a means of attack on vulnerable, isolated towns. 
As is seen in many colonial defenses, substantial brick fortifications were erected on the 
seaward sides of the town. These areas of the town were most vulnerable to frontal assaults 
from sea voyaging enemies such as the Spanish and the French who were also vying for 
control of the abundant resources America and the Caribbean had to offer. Due to a lack 
of military and means of communication with other settlements, a large number of small 
coastal towns were fortified. It is not likely that any standard construction was followed 
due to application in a new land and with varying geographies and ideals. 
The funds and resources required to sustain such a large structure were enormous 
and often proved too much for the colonists to maintain. The lack of support received 
from the Lord Proprietors and subsequently the King of England resulted in multiple 
phases of building, neglect, rebuilding, disaster, and repair over its century of use. In 
addition to the economic setbacks to defense funding, social and political factors often 
contributed to the periodic nature of prosperity and decline.2 As Charleston continued 
to grow in population and prestige, the fortification walls were permanently demolished. 
At the end of the American Revolution, the last of the remaining fortifications were torn 
down to street level and the city developed on top of them. 




Colonial Fortifications in the New World: A Global Phenomena
Over the long history of fortification building, various construction methods, 
materials, and designs have been adapted and developed depending on geographic 
location, technology, and purpose. The engineers, masons, and laborers who designed and 
built Charleston’s early defensive walls applied theories of fortification that had developed 
over centuries. David G. Orr in The Aurelian Wall in Rome: Renaissance Fortification 
Construction in the New World believes that major changes in fortification design during 
the Italian Renaissance shaped future development in the New World. The fortifications 
of medieval European cities consisted of large, towering masonry walls. Rounded towers 
and connecting curtain walls were used to fend off attacking enemies. Orr says this form 
changed with the advent of artillery.1 Cannon with iron balls could tear down the high 
walls, seriously comprising the fortifications effect against invaders. As a result, new 
fortifications were lower, thicker, had heavy gun platforms and bastions that were angled 
in order to deflect artillery bombardment. Scholars of warfare history have called this new 
form, the “trace italienne”. The addition of bastions was the secret weapons of the trace 
itelienne. Bastions were salient angles made of masonry that projected from the walls 
of the fortifications in order to meet a frontal assault and eliminate dead ground before 
attackers reach the main line of defense. Bastions also allowed for views of all parts of the 
defensive system, reverse fire if invaders reached the wall, and cross firing on ditches in 
front of the curtain wall. The distance from one bastion to another could not exceed the 
1 David G. Orr, “The Aurelian Wall in Rome”, in First Forts: Essays on the Archaeology of Proto-colonial 
Fortifications, ed. Eric Klingelhofer (Boston: Brill, 2010), 10.
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range of musket fire if the design was to be successful in eliminating the enemy threat 
thus, spacing of the bastions was limited in the early eighteenth century to approximately 
310 yards.2 French, Dutch, and Italian engineers were known to prefer bastions in their 
fortification design. The new and improved method of the trace italienne was perfected in 
the centuries to follow. 
The science of fortification construction and siege warfare was thoroughly 
studied, analyzed, developed, and recorded by engineers of the sixteenth and seventeenth 
century. In the early seventeenth century, the Italians were still considered military 
theory experts for their advancements over the preceding century but they were soon 
to be eclipsed by Holland and France. France had a secret weapon in engineer Sebastian 
Le Pestre Vauban. King Louis the XIV made Vauban Chief Engineer of the French army 
in 1658. It was Vauban’s job to strengthen existing and build new fortifications all across 
France during the Dutch Wars of the 1650s and 1660s.3 Vauban further developed the 
principles of the trace itelienne and became famous in his time and across the continent 
for designing impenetrable forts. Vauban published his major principles for fortification 
design in treatises that were used extensively throughout Europe. The texts were made 
available for French, British, Dutch, Italian, and Spanish military use.4 Vauban’s works 
would go on to influence the art of fortification design forever and establish French 
military dominance for the next one hundred years. As colonization mounted, men who 
embarked on journeys to the New World brought with them knowledge learned in Europe 
to help protect the foreign interests of empirical nations. David Orr agrees, saying, “Most 
2 William B. Robinson. American Forts: Architectural Form and Function (Fort Worth: Amon Carter 
Museum of Western Art, 1997), 8.
3 Machling, Tessa C. The Fortifications of Nevis, West Indies, from 17th Century to the Present Day. 
4 Lawrence R. Babits, “Patterning in Earthen Fortifications,” in First Forts: Essays on the Archaeology of 
Proto-colonial Fortifications, ed. Eric Klingelhofer (Boston: Brill, 2010). 
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significantly, the expansion of the Atlantic World in the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries adopted new Renaissance designs to protect their outposts of trade and empire 
in the New World.”5
The advent of coastal fortifications began as soon as the first colonists arrived 
on the shore of the New World. Due to the lack of a significant military force, limited 
communication with Europe, and competing land claims by different European countries, 
a number of small coastal towns had to be fortified along the Atlantic coast. Colonies 
were established up and down the coast to give their countries greater claims to territories 
in the New World. The first forts built were largely small and wooden, “more palisaded 
enclosures than fortifications proper.”6 More advanced defensive ideas from Europe were 
imported as needed to the coastal colonial towns of America and the Caribbean in order 
to defend the ports that shipped out their home country’s valuable resources.7 Many of the 
substantial structures built on the shore were intended to focus cannon fire seaward since 
major military threats approached from the ocean. The earliest of these in North America 
was Charlesfort, built by the French in 1562 on what is now Parris Island, South Carolina.8 
Colonists that settled America brought with them some knowledge of defensive 
practices based on regular geometries but, due to varying terrain, made adjustments.9 
Irregular polygons were a common variation seen in early coastal defenses since 
geographical features directly affected design. Regular traces or geometric shapes, 
as Vauban had understood, were superior to irregular work but he also advised that 
5 David G. Orr, “The Aurelian Wall in Rome,” 10.
6 Tessa C. Machling, The Fortifications of Nevis, 40. 
7 David G. Orr, “The Aurelian Wall in Rome,” 10-11.
8 Robinson, American Forts, 14.
9 Robinson, American Forts, 8.
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adaptation to the situation was imperative.10 One of Vauban’s maxims was that a successful 
defensive system was sympathetic to its environment. The best fortification engineers 
planned accordingly, taking into consideration the soil properties and waterways before 
commencing construction. The colonists had to adapt their knowledge and make 
decisions based on their new surroundings. Kathleen Deagan, an archaeologist whose 
research has focused on the Spanish colonial settlement, asserts that the differences seen 
amongst designs can be attributed to the colonists’ own ingenuity. Deagan observes, 
“Frontier forts in the Spanish colonies were shaped in their development by local 
geography, local materials available for construction, and the constraint of the wilderness 
without roads.”11 Deagan sees these deviations as proof of the colonists’ ability to adapt 
to their unique circumstances rather than a lack of technical knowledge. Though she 
uses Spanish colonists in her example, the factors she addressed can easily be applied to 
concerns the colonists in Charles Towne and other European colonies faced. 
Katherine Saunders Pemberton cites archaeological excavations and archival 
documents to assert that Charleston’s early fortification design “highlights the retention 
of an Old World Military and architectural form, skillfully adapted to fit into the peculiar 
landscape of the New World.”12 Recent research suggests a Charleston inhabitant may have 
been hired to oversee the construction of the walled city and implemented a design that 
accommodated the needs of the land and town. 
Another important idea Deagan discusses in her article is the use of local materials 
10 Robinson, American Forts, 35.
11 Kathleen Deagan, “Strategies of Adjustment: Spanish Defense of the Circum-Caribbean Colonies, 
1493-1600,” in First Forts: Essays on the Archaeology of Proto-colonial Fortifications, ed. Eric Klingelhofer 
(Boston: Brill, 2010), 32. 
12 Katherine Saunders, “As regular and fformidable as any such woorke in America: The Walled City of 
Charles Town,” in Another’s Country, ed. J.W. Joseph and Martha Zierden (Tuscaloosa: The University of 
Alabama Press, 2002), 198.
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in colonial construction practices. Most of the early New World fortifications were made 
of earthen walls and timber palisades, materials abundant and ready to harvest in North 
America and the Caribbean. Historian Tessa Machling notes the popularity of such 
construction on the fortified Caribbean island of Nevis seen in, “the siege works and forts 
which would be copied so widely in the colonies, comprised many different designs of 
small earthen and timber redoubts and sconces.”13 Redoubts were enclosed fortifications 
lacking bastions while sconces were platforms built of earth on which cannons could be 
placed for defense.14 The materials for these designs were cheap and widely available, thus 
the fortification could be erected in a short period of time. With the focus on seafaring 
concerns, many forts had little defense against landward attack. There were, however, a 
few notable exceptions. As a result of their location, some cities required more substantial 
structures to guard not only their ports but also the entire city. Bastioned enceintes, 
entirely enclosed walls of a fortification that guarded the inner works, made of stone or 
brick were developed to protect coastal towns that because of their geographic position 
were militarily and economically important.15 The only walled cities of North America 
were Quebec City, St. Augustine, and Charleston. In Charleston, the walls that encircled 
the town utilized both brick and earth. The landward sides of the town with less threat 
of serious attack were likely made of compacted dirt and timber while the sides exposed 
to naval assault were made of brick.16 St. Augustine and Quebec City were constructed of 
stone. While stone and brick both provided strong walls, Engineer Sebastian Le Prestre 
Vauban advised brick had advantages over stone. Brick was easy to get, cost efficient, and 
13 Machling, The Fortifications of Nevis, 37.
14 Robinson, American Forts, 204.
15 Robinson, American Forts, 43.
16 Nicholas Butler, Eric Poplin, Katherine Pemberton, and Martha Zierden. Archaeology at South Adgar’s 
Wharf: A Study of the Redan at Tradd Street (Charleston: The Charleston Museum, 2012), 16.
13
Figure 2.1. View of harbor side redans and bastions at St. Augustine, Florida. 
(Library of Congress, Photos Prints, Drawings, Fort Marion, St. Augustine and Har-
bor, 1898).
resisted canon fire better because the walls were made of smaller units.17 Information on 
the origin of the bricks used in Charleston’s seawall have remained elusive, propelling the 
work undertaken in this thesis. 
Once the fortification plan had been adjusted to the geography and local materi-
als, the assigned overseer would have the authority to use forced labor from the colonists, 
especially slaves, for the daunting task of construction. In St. Augustine, enslaved Native 
Americans and Africans, convicts, and free Spaniards built the stone fortifications that still 
stand today.18 A similar labor force of enslaved Africans and white colonists was assem-
bled to construct the protective walls of Charleston. In both instances, as well as in many 
17 Robinson, American Forts, 181.
18 Robinson, American Forts, 17.
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other colonial towns, the tradesmen and workers were composed of skilled tradesmen and 
unskilled workers working in partnership to achieve a posture of defense for the safety of 
all. 
This was a common practice elsewhere in the New World. Edward Cecil Harris, an 
authority on early forts in Bermuda has argued that, “Bermuda forts were not the work of 
the British military, but largely the creation of civilians pressed into service to build and 
man the structures that defended and in some instances assured their tenuous footholds 
in these new lands.”19 Throughout the early decades of colonization of North America, 
the English colonies received little support from England in the construction of works 
for defense. These settlers looked after themselves and what was accomplished was based 
on people from different social classes and ethnic background working together to create 
fortifications that they all relied upon. The forts of these independent colonies were often 
in disrepair since neither adequate funds nor manpower existed for extended construction 
or perpetual maintenance.20
Colonial fortifications, though adapted to their specific topographies, still 
followed some basic design principles laid down by the European military engineers. 
The Charleston fortifications in particular seem to correlate with a Dutch or French 
influence. This is no surprise since until the mid-seventeenth century, the English took a 
majority of their fortification knowledge from Dutch treatises.21 By the 1660s, the English 
were inspired by the Anglo-Dutch Wars to enhance their understanding of siege work 
designs. Ironically, the English hired Dutchman Bernard De Gomme to help strengthen 
19 Edward Cecil Harris, “Bermuda’s First Forts, 1612-1622,” in First Forts: Essays on the Archaeology of 
Proto-colonial Fortifications, ed. Eric Klingelhofer (Boston: Brill, 2010), 124.
20 Robinson, American Forts, 47.
21 Machling, The Fortifications of Nevis, 36.  
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their fortification systems in the New World during this period. It became a widespread 
practice to import engineers from Holland, Germany, and France for their expertise in 
fortification design as the quality of defensive systems increased in the American colonies 
in the eighteenth century.22
Author Jay B. Haviser notes that engineer, cartographer, and draftsmen Simon 
Stevin was renowned for his work on the Dutch fortification system in the late 16th 
and early 17th centuries.23 Stevin typically used 4-star and 5-star plans but like other 
European engineers of the period, he would adjust his designs to meet the needs of local 
environments in the face of natural features like peninsulas and rivers. Stevin’s drawings 
of the Old Netherlands style fortification plan with similar bastions also closely resemble 
Charleston’s fortifications as depicted on historical maps. The Dutch fort on the island of 
Curacao, Fort Amsterdam, also shares many similarities with Charleston’s walled city plan. 
The Dutchman Van Walbeeck designed Fort Amsterdam in 1634. The fort was originally 
designed in the 5-star plan, however, when labor strikes and material shortages occurred 
the intended fifth bastion was eliminated and in its place a simpler half-moon bastion was 
installed. Half-moon bastions were rare by this time in the New World making the fort’s 
connection to Charleston worthy of note. Fort Amsterdam eventually developed into a 
fully walled city that contained a Protestant Church and residence for the Governor. The 
coastal defense allowed the population to grow and support a trading center, particularly 
for slave trade similar to Charleston’s own social and economic society.24 
22 Machling, The Fortifications of Nevis, 37.
23 Jay B. Haviser. “The ‘Old Netherlands’ Style and Seventeenth-Century Dutch Fortifications of the 
Caribbean,” in First Forts: Essays on the Archaeology of Proto-colonial Fortifications, ed. Eric Klingelhofer 
(Boston: Brill, 2010), 184.
24 Haviser, “The ‘Old Netherlands’ Style and Seventeenth-Century Dutch Fortifications of the Caribbean,” 
184-185. 
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The study of Fort Amsterdam and other colonial fortifications make it clear that 
the seventeenth and eighteenth century defensive walls of Charleston were linked to a 
wider, global context of established fortification principles spread throughout Europe and 
its colonies in the New World. Colonists used these principles to erect defenses that were 
desperately needed in a world where enemies were neighbors. The city of Charleston sat 
at the edge of the British Empire in North America and near hostile Spanish colonists, 
Native Americans, and pirates. Though Charleston followed global trends of the time, the 
European colonists of South Carolina made themselves unique in two ways. First, they 
encircled their entire town with defensive walls, a practice almost unheard of in North 
America. Second, to the sacrifice of their own pockets, the colonists erected their sea 
wall fortifications out of a stronger material than the wood and earth structures typical of 
the American colonies. Early Charlestonians instead chose to ensure their survival and 




Colonial Fortifications of Charleston: A Century of Defense
The city’s walled fortifications were once an important part of the social and 
economic success of Charleston. However, due to a lack of extensive primary research 
and the wall’s inaccessibility, the story of the colonial fortifications has remained untold. 
Local historian Katherine Saunders Pemberton explains that the overall treatment of 
Charleston’s history as a walled city is “often reduced to a footnote in local historical 
accounts as physical traces of the early fortifications can be glimpsed in only a few 
locations.”1  
Its location underneath and in the middle of a vibrant city has prevented wide 
scale archaeological excavations from occurring. The lack of primary research, both in 
the physical and archival realms combined with lack of widespread publication on the 
topic, is evidenced by the fact that dates of construction, method of design, the work 
force involved, and repair campaigns were largely unknown to the general public until 
recently. The last century has seen limited interest concerning the walled fortifications of 
Charleston. The interest has increased dramatically with the work of Dr. Nic Butler of the 
Charleston County Public Library, Katherine Saunders Pemberton of Historic Charleston 
Foundation, and the rest of the Mayor’s Walled City Task Force. Their extensive 
investigations have finally brought the seventeenth and eighteenth century fortifications to 
the forefront of recent historical explorations and discoveries. 
1 Saunders, “The Walled City of Charles Town,” 198.
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Colonial Period
Charles Towne, South Carolina was first founded at Albemarle Point in 1670 when 
two ships sailing up the Ashley River reached a secluded, high point along its banks. 
The colonists who landed at Albemarle Point chose the area for its defensibility and 
immediately erected a palisade of timbers to protect them from hostile Native Americans, 
unfriendly foreign powers, and marauding pirates. Protection was a constant concern of 
the early Carolina settlers and it was not unwarranted. On the edge of the English empire 
in North America, the colonists faced threats of attack from hostile Native Americans and 
political enemies, namely Spain and France. These mighty European empires battled over 
land rights in the New World. Aware of the dangers, the inhabitants of Charles Towne 
began to explore the coastal area surrounding their settlement for a better, permanent 
location.  A mere ten years later in 1680, the colonists moved to the high land on a nearby 
peninsula, which they called Oyster Point due to the oyster shells piled on its southern 
Figure 3.1. 1671 Plat of Charles Town and the South Carolina 
Coast.
 (SciWay, SC Colonial Maps, 1671 Plat of Charles Town, http://
www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/historical/charleston_1671.jpg).
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bank. The peninsula’s location at the confluence of several navigable rivers with easy 
access to the Atlantic proved better situated for trade and permanent settlement.2 
Although its large harbor and rivers afforded Charles Towne the potential for 
economic growth as a busy port city, it also made it vulnerable to naval assault. Much as 
they had done at Albemarle Point, the settlers began fortifying their new town in response 
to potential threats. The very first attempts at fortifying the peninsula were likely crude. By 
1686, an earthen entrenchment was dug parallel to the landing the settlers laid out along 
the Cooper River (East Bay Street). Its intent was to minimize the effects of rising tides 
on erosion of the land but more importantly to protect defenders during any sort of naval 
assault. Two wooden forts sat at either end of this defensive trench until in 1696, the South 
Carolina General Assembly commissioned a brick fortress at the south east corner of the 
town to replace the timber one.3 
  The Assembly ordered the brick fortress in addition to work started on a brick 
curtain line to protect the eroding waterfront of the town. In 1700, landowners along 
Charles Town’s Harbor were required by South Carolina law to build a brick wall on 
their property and maintain it without any financial compensation or assistance from the 
colonial government. The responsibilities demanded of the public suggest the poor state of 
the colony’s finances.4
Three years later, during the outbreak of Queen Anne’s War, the South Carolina 
legislature passed an act requiring fortifications to encircle the entire town not just the 
waterfront. Queen Anne’s War, also known as the War of Spanish Succession, was a 
2 Robert Rosen. A Short History of Charleston (Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, May 1997), 6.
3 Nicholas Butler, Eric Poplin, Katherine Pemberton, and Martha Zierden. Archaeology at South Adgar’s 
Wharf: A Study of the Redan at Tradd Street (Charleston: The Charleston Museum, 2012), 13-14.
4 Butler, Poplin, Pemberton, and Zierden, Archaeology at South Adgar’s Wharf, 14.
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result of the tension between the English, Spanish, and French over control of the North 
American continent. Spanish Florida and English Carolina regularly attacked one another. 
In 1706, a Spanish fleet sailed into Charleston Harbor and upon witnessing the force of the 
colony and fortifications there to greet them, the Spanish turned and left without attack.5 
  This incidence prompted the colonists of Charleston to continue construction of a 
complete and proper defense system that was to include: four new bastions, eight redans, 
and a ravelin with a drawbridge at the town entrance. This ravelin, named Johnson’s 
Ravelin, was a detached triangular defensive outwork that blocked the land entrance north 
of the city.6 
  Historian Samuel Lapham defines the shape of these new fortifications as “roughly 
a trapezoid with sides of a mile length and ends of about a half mile.”7 The whole enceinte, 
or walled town, was then to be surrounded by a moat and palisade. A moat is the first line 
of defense and consists of a ditch often filled with water. A palisade is often the second line 
of defense and consists of sharpened logs erected vertically and used as a protective wall 
or enclosure.8
The three-landside walls were constructed of earth while the harbor side and 
its outworks were of brick. A view of the plans for this fortification can be seen in the 
1711 Edward Crisp map. It is unknown if the design depicted in the map was ever fully 
realized.9 It is known, however, that the fortifications did enclose the roads, churches, and 
5 Maunder, Samuel. The History of the World: Comprising a General History both Ancient and Modern of 
All the Principle Nations of the Globe their Rise, Progress, Present Condition, etc. (New York: Henry Bill, 
1852), 676. 
6 Col. Samuel Lapham. Our Walled City 1678-1718 (Mt Pleasant: Society of Colonial in the State of South 
Carolina, 1970), 4. 
7 Samuel Lapham. Our Walled City, 3.
8 New York State Military Museum and Veterans Research Center. “Forts: Glossary of Terms,” http://www.
dmna.state.ny.us/forts/glossary/glossary.htm, Feb. 2006.
9 Butler, Poplin, Pemberton, and Zierden, Archaeology at South Adgar’s Wharf, 14.
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houses of the town core, making Charles Towne one of the only walled cities ever to exist 
in North America.
Once, the walled city was completed, the wooden palisade on the Cooper River 
or harbor side was doubled and the second row of pilings were placed five feet from the 
wall. The space between was filled with ballast, weights used to balance ship cargo often 
in the form of stones, and oyster shells. The double palisade provided extra protection for 
the brick sea wall from storms and boats driven off course. Strong hurricanes hit Charles 
Town in 1713 and 1714 that caused substantial damage to the fortifications. Before the 
walls could be repaired however, the Yamassee War, a revolt of coastal tribes against 
the English settlers, broke out. The war lasted for two years and by 1717 all of the funds 
for rebuilding were gone. The Lords Proprietors neglected Carolina’s pleas for financial 
assistance to rebuild the very defenses that had ensured their survival during the Yamassee 
War. As a result of the Proprietor’s lack of support, their subjects rebelled in 1719 and the 
Figure 3.2. A plan of the enceinte or walled city of Charles Town 
depicted in the Edward Crisp of 1711. 
(SciWay, SC Colonial Maps, Crisp Map of Charles Town 1711, http://www.
lib.utexas.edu/maps/historical/charleston_1671.jpg).
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inhabitants of Charles Town sought royal rule. In their formal request, the inhabitants 
blamed the Lords Proprietors for the lack of defense funding and vulnerability to attack 
from Native Americans, pirates, and a rumored Spanish invasion from “Havannah.”10 
By 1729, the colonists were finally direct subjects of the British Crown. Regardless of 
this shift in power, the brick and earthen walls of the fortifications were left in a state of 
near abandonment until the mid-1730s when a new brick battery named Broughton’s 
Battery and earthen ramparts were added to the defensive works at the southernmost tip 
of the peninsula.11 From 1690 until the 1730s, Charleston remained a walled city. Over a 
period of years, the city greatly expanded and the landside walls of the fortifications were 
torn down to accommodate the increased population. From 1729 to 1739, as the town’s 
population nearly doubled in size, many buildings were erected outside of the early city 
bounds. A 1738 petition concerning the sea wall fortifications reveals that some colonists 
desired that the wall be removed. The petition says “all persons not payd by publick for 
former lands given up for moat and rampart are now at liberty to repossess and improve 
their lands.”12 Instead of a walled city, systematic fortifications in areas of greatest threat 
were erected and maintained. However, the War of Jenkins Ear commenced in 1739 
and the colonists worried about the Spanish threat of attack from Florida desired better 
protection.13 Instead of protection, the colonists experienced devastation. In 1740, a great 
fire began in a “sadler’s house”, swept through the city, and in a mere four hours destroyed 
300 houses and the platforms on the fortifications. To make matters worse, there was news 
10 A.S. Salley. A Narrative of the Proceedings of the People of South Carolina in the year 1719. (Charleston: 
South Carolina Room, Charleston County Public Library), 18-19.
11  Butler, Poplin, Pemberton, and Zierden, Archaeology at South Adgar’s Wharf, 15-16.
12 Fraser, Charleston! Charleston!, 66.
13 Fraser, Charleston! Charleston!, 66.
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of a Spanish fleet that set sail from Havana in 1742.14 
 
In response, Charleston resident Othniel Beale, an amateur engineer, was hired 
in that same year to fortify the “southern and lower eastern portions of the town”15 in 
response to the War of Austrian Succession. However these, and later works of Beale, were 
determined “unsatisfactory” according to the chief engineer of the Bahamas, Peter Henry 
Bruce.16 In fact, it was Bruce who called for fortified earthen works and moats to be built 
across the northern “neck” of the peninsula, the landward sides of the town during this 
time. 
14  Fraser, Charleston! Charleston!, 72. 
15 Saunders, “The Walled City of Charles Town,” 211.
16 Saunders, “The Walled City of Charles Town,”211.
Figure 3.3. The 1739 Ichonography of Charleston at High Water 
shows the expansion of Charleston outside of its walled fortifica-
tions that occurred during the mid-eighteenth century. 
(SciWay, SC Colonial Maps, Crisp Map of Charles Town 1711, http://www.lib.
utexas.edu/maps/historical/charleston_1671.jpg).
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In September 1752, a great hurricane hit Charleston. The devastating waves 
undermined the brick curtain line and the three well-fortified bastions along the bay and 
at White Point Gardens. The fortification structures were damaged by the impact of the 
seawater flooding over the brick wall. When the storm was over, masts and boats lay in 
the streets in nine feet of water. The fortifications of Charleston were in such ruin that it 
looked as if an explosion had occurred.17 Granville Bastion was described as being “much 
shaken, the upper part of the wall beat in, the platform with the guns upon it floated 
partly over the wall.”18 The severity of this hurricane and the start of the Seven Year’s 
War in 1755, spurred renewed construction and repair with a focus on incorporating 
the expanded town within the line of defense. The Royal Governor at this time was 
Governor Glen and he wanted to start a “systematic rebuilding of defense” since the 
earlier fortifications had been thrown up “piece meal”  “with too much haste,” and “too 
little funding.”19 Governor Glen wanted to begin this process with “the hiring of a regular 
engineer”.20 The selection of appropriate locations for fortifications, design, and realization 
of works to occupy them required the services of engineers trained in the principles 
of fortification. As the intensity of competition among nations became greater and as 
warfare became more methodical the demand for skilled professional military engineers 
increased.21
To oversee the work, a Commission of Fortifications was established and the Royal 
Governor appointed prominent citizens to serve as Commissioners. It was their duty to 
manage the logistics and financial resources of the works. Much is known about this later 
17  Fraser, Charleston! Charleston!, 83-84.
18 Butler, Poplin, Pemberton, and Zierden, Archaeology at South Adgar’s Wharf, 19.
19 Fraser, Charleston! Charleston!, 86.
20 Fraser, Charleston! Charleston!, 86.
21 Robinson, American Forts, 13.
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rebuilding campaign due to the fact that the proceedings of the meetings were recorded 
in The Journals of the Commissioners of Fortifications from 1755 to 1770. Although there 
were earlier Commissions and journals, they do not survive, erasing information about 
the earlier phases of construction. 
Governor James Glen appointed German born William DeBrahm as Head 
Engineer in charge of the revitalization of the fortifications. It was his job to repair the 
catastrophic damage done to the walls along the bay by the hurricane of 1752 and to get 
them prepared for possible naval assaults. In its early days, the rebuilding project was 
directly associated with William DeBrahm and identified as “the new works under the 
direction of M DeBrahm.”22 DeBrahm soon set to fortifying all sides of Charles Town and 
creating a formidable walled city once more. 
Although Governor Glen desired complete fortifications guided by the 
knowledgeable DeBrahm, available funding was a constant concern. On December 9, 
1755 the Commissioners visited White Point to observe the progress of the new works 
and, “were of opinion that M DeBrahm should first finish the Works between Granville 
Bastion and M Lamboll’s Bridge before any other part begun as they imagine work alone 
will take more money than the General Assembly have provided.”23 
The funds referred to not only paid for head engineer Debrahm’s salary and 
materials but the townspeople who provided labor and services. The economics and 
society of Charleston affected many aspects of the construction and development of the 
fortifications.
Economically, trained craftsmen, unskilled workers and the average citizen 
22 South Carolina, Commissioners of Fortifications. Journal of the Commissioners of Fortifications, 1755–
1770. (Microfilm: South Carolina History Room, Charleston County Public Library), 1755. 
23 Journals of the Commissioners of Fortifications, Dec. 9 1755.
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all contributed to the progress of the wall. Many townspeople provided construction 
materials, supplies, and food and beverage for the walls and the workers. The public 
provided necessary items and services required to continue progress and ensure their 
protection. The Commissioners compensated the public through the Fortification Fund 
allotted for the works. An example of a common transaction, reads, “In favor of Gabriel 
Manigault for parcel of cedar timber and plank and sundry articles.”24 
The trained craftsmen possessed skills from brick production and brick laying 
to carpentry for the platforms in the bastions. On September 25, 1755, a Charleston 
resident, James Withers was paid for “47 dozen bricks and workmanship at Fort Johnson 
and Broughton’s Battery.”25 James Withers is identified in Lucy Wayne’s dissertation as 
a brickmaker operating along the Wando River. The Commissioners of Fortifications 
were contracting these skilled citizens to make the building materials for the walled 
fortifications. It was unskilled workers, however, who provided the labor force for 
constructing the fortifications. These workers included ethnically diverse slaves and 
“labourers”. French and German emigrants were the most commonly identified 
nationalities at work on the wall. On January 26, 1756, the Commissioners agreed to 
pay the French people employed on the wall a weekly salary which was not the common 
practice. This privilege suggests these French workers may have possessed more skill than 
others. The enslaved African Americans, however, were not paid individually for their 
work. Instead the men of society who owned them received compensation for the enslaved 
labor they hired out. Samuel Prioleau was one such citizen who, as appointed clerk by 
the Commissioners, handled and distributed payments to the citizens for use of their 
24  Journals of the Commissioners of Fortifications, Sep. 25 1755.
25 Journals of the Commissioners of Fortifications, September 25 1755.
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labourers which included both enslaved and indentured servants. The Honorable Edward 
Fenwicke received payment for “the hire of his Negroes making fascines and stakes at 
John’s Island and for freight of them.”26 This building campaign required a large number 
of laborers to successfully repair the walled fortifications along the harbor. It was noted 
that in January of 1756, there were “never less than 200 working hands daily.”27 The scale 
of this project could not have been reached without the goods and services provided by 
the citizens of Charles Town. However, the large amounts of people involved in bringing 
the defenses to life often caused the Fortification Fund to run low and construction was 
periodically halted. 
The systematic rebuilding of the walled fortifications led by DeBrahm, soon 
proved too ambitious for the funds available to the Commissioners of Fortifications. By 
late May 1756, William DeBrahm was required to go on the Cherokee Expedition as 
the British appointed surveyor general of the Georgia Colony. At the time of DeBrahm’s 
departure, only repairs on the southern defenses had been completed. Although DeBrahm 
left no instructions for the laborers, work continued for almost a year until the project was 
finally halted on March 10, 1757. Instead of solid brick walls, sand bags were ready to be 
filled and placed in uncompleted sections of the fortifications in the event of an attack. 
As the newly improved fortifications soon began to decay, the Commissioners agreed 
upon other quick fix methods of repair like placing Bermuda stones in areas where the 
sea breached the brick walls. In 1759, Mr. John Prue was paid for the 100 Bermuda stones 
that had been used in the effort. Small repair projects like filling in breaches and moats to 
prevent further caving away of the sea wall as a result of tide exposure seemed to continue 
26 Journals of the Commissioners of Fortifications, February 12 1756.
27 Journals of the Commissioners of Fortifications, January 26 1756.
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until the fall of 1767 due to continued lack of funds. During this time, the Commissioners 
accompanied by the Governor visited White Point and found “the whole in a ruinous 
condition.”28 
Later that same year, Messrs. Crosby and Toomer proposed a more permanent 
solution and were contracted to build a wall from “Roper’s Wharf to the Flood Gate.” 
They proposed that the new wall would consist of “mortar to be ¾ lime and ¼ sand and 
good bricks fit for the purpose”29 with a foundation of Bermuda stone and 14,000 bricks 
above. This effort to maintain lines of defense was one of the last to be recorded by the 
Commission of Fortifications. 
The Revolutionary War prolonged the life of the brick curtain walls along the 
harbor but in 1784 the South Carolina legislature permitted demolition of the city’s 
defenses30. The nearly century old brick fortifications were demolished to ground level 
marking the end of the colonial era in Charleston and the emergence of a successful 
American city.   
Twentieth Century
Architects Albert Simons and Samuel Lapham led the rediscovery of the early 
sea wall fortifications in 1925 while renovating the Missroon House, now the Historic 
Charleston Foundation headquarters, at 40 East Bay Street. The architects found the 
walls of Granville’s Bastion, “the largest and most heavily armed of the bastions”31 and 
left documentation of the structure. Simons and Lapham found that “the main walls lie 
28 Journals of the Commissioners of Fortifications, September 15 1767.
29 Journals of the Commissioners of Fortifications, May 31 1768.
30 Butler, Poplin, Pemberton, and Zierden, Archaeology at South Adgar’s Wharf, 16.
31 Saunders, “The Walled City of Charles Town,” 207. 
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about a foot under the present sidewalk and the wall, made entirely of brick, and five 
feet across the top.”32 A thorough examination of the walls also revealed they were “laid 
in English bond, were fourteen feet in height, the exterior sloped outwards while the 
interior remained plumb, and the walls were constructed atop a grillage foundation of 
palmetto logs, cypress planks, and red cedar and yellow pine stakes to keep it stable.”33 
From the evidence recovered here, Samuel Lapham concluded that heavy fortifications 
in the form of twenty-foot brick walls flanked the seaward side of the town while lighter 
construction of earth and timber comprised the landward sides. This discovery reinforced 
the notion that the colonists of Charles Towne were more concerned about European 
attack from the sea rather than Native American by land. Prior to this report, the readily 
available information about the construction of the walled city was from historical maps, 
engravings, and limited primary research, all of which possessed uncertain accuracy. 
Another excavation on the fortifications would not take place until 1965.
32 Samuel Lapham, “Notes on the Granville Bastion,” in South Carolina Historical and Genealogical Maga-
zine, (1925), 223. 
33 Lapham, “Notes on the Granville Bastion,” 223-224.
Figure 3.4 Map of the Missroon House basement with diagram of Granville 
Bastion.  Cellar of Missroon House in Samuel Lapham’s “Notes on the Gran-
ville Bastion,” 1925.
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The 1965 excavation by John Miller of the Charleston Museum revealed the 
Half-Moon Battery under the Old Exchange Building constructed in 1771.34 The 
grillage foundation matched that of Granville’s Bastion providing a solid correlation and 
suggesting simultaneous construction. However, despite Miller’s investigations, the topic 
of the fortifications and walled city was not advanced greatly and information would again 
remain unexplored and the history and interpretation of the sea wall relatively unaltered 
until the late twentieth century. 
Twenty-First Century 
In recent years, scholars have finally begun to ask and seek answers to the 
mysteries surrounding Charleston’s fortifications using the information from physical 
discoveries and historical documents. Saunders Pemberton addresses previous notions 
held by Charleston historians concerning the walled city and presents her detailed 
research as a basis for new, and often, alternative conclusions. Saunders Pemberton 
first targets the previously held belief that the walled city of Charleston was erected 
in 1704 and dismantled a mere thirteen years later in 1717.35 The sources that initially 
provided this information was the Edward Crisp map of 1711 and the 1739 Iconography 
of Charleston but historians perpetuated the fallacy over the years. The Crisp map, at 
the time, was the first known document to show the walled city and thus its date was 
taken as its completion. In the 2011 report on South Adgar’s Wharf, Katherine Saunders 
Pemberton refers to this map as the Edward Crisp map of 171136. Clearly, thorough 
34 Nicholas Butler, Eric Poplin, Katherine Pemberton, and Martha Zierden, Archaeology at South Adgar’s 
Wharf, 137.
35  Saunders, “The Walled City of Charles Town”, 207.
36  Butler, Poplin, Pemberton, and Zierden, Archaeology at South Adgar’s Wharf, 15.
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research between 2002 and 2012 revealed a more accurate date. The 1739 Ichnography of 
Charles Town suggested a 1717 demolition from an inscription on the map that names the 
date and attributes the reason for dismantling to the end of the Yemassee War. Katherine 
Saunders Pemberton’s investigation into the Journals of the House of the Assembly 
revealed that needed repairs to the wall were discussed throughout the 18th century 
and that another map, the Herbert map of 1721, shows all the fortification lines intact. 
If the walls were dismantled in 1717, as previously believed, then this map should not 
exist.37 Saunders Pemberton further explored literature concerning evidence of the wall’s 
continued presence throughout the eighteenth century. This literature focused on the first 
military engineers who were hired to “design and build new fortifications in response to 
internal and external threats and to repair damage wrought to existing fortifications by 
fire and hurricane.”38 These engineers 
included Othniel Beale, Peter Henry 
Bruce, and William DeBrahm. 
To support the renewed interest 
in the wall created by Katherine 
Saunders Pemberton, Mayor Joseph 
P. Riley Jr., appointed a task force of 
historians and archaeologists in 2005. 
The Mayor’s Walled City Task Force 
undertook archaeological excavations 
in Charleston in 2008, 2009, 2013, and 
37  Saunders, “The Walled City of Charles Town”, 202.
38 Saunders, “The Walled City of Charles Town”, 211.
Figure 3.5. A photograph of the redan excavated at 
South Adger’s Wharf in 2009 by the Mayor’s Walled 
City Task Force. 




2015. The task’s forces job is to further interpret and protect what evidence remains of 
the walled city.39 The report, Archaeology at South Adgar’s Wharf: A Study of the Redan 
at Tradd Street, compiled by the Walled City Task Force is the most comprehensive and 
analytical study to date on the fortifications. The report combines archaeological and 
documentary evidence to establish the first real timeline of events focused on the sea wall 
itself. The questions raised in Katherine Saunders Pemberton’s work in 2002 became the 
foundation from which to build upon. 
For the first time, the report presents knowledge of construction taking place on 
the fortifications before 1697, the earliest construction date previously known. The 1686 
Jean Boyd map found previous to the 2012 report showed evidence of early fortifications 
on the landscape that had previously be unknown. The authors of the report, Pemberton, 
Butler, and Zierden, determined after thorough examination of the map that sometime 
“Between 1680, the date of settlement of the peninsula, and 1686 an earthen tranchee or 
entrenchment was built along the front of this landing and formed a curtain line between 
two small wooden forts.”40 In 1696, construction commenced on the brick seawall as well 
as a brick “fortress” that later became Granville Bastion. The brick Half-Moon Battery was 
begun in 1699 to replace an earlier wooden fort.41 
Another major discovery made by the Walled City Task Force in 2008 was that the 
entire “enceinte”, a term used in the report that is synonymous with a walled enclosure, 
was surrounded by a moat and palisade. Archaeological excavations at South Adgars 
Wharf unearthed a redan, part of the sea wall, and evidence of the moat and palisade. 
39“Mayor’s Walled City Task Force.” Historic Charleston Foundation, 2012 https://www.historiccharleston.
org/Preservation/How/Archaeology/WalledCity-of-Charles-Town/Mayor-s-Walled-City-Task-Force.aspx.
40 Butler, Poplin, Pemberton, and Zierden, Archaeology at South Adgar’s Wharf, 13.
41 Butler, Poplin, Pemberton, and Zierden, Archaeology at South Adgar’s Wharf, 3.
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The redan unearthed in the 2008 excavations was found to be “5 feet wide at the top, and 
sloped, or battered, toward the water, increasing in width by 3.1 feet at the base of the 
foundation.”42 This evidence correlates with Simons and Lapham’s notes on the wall from 
1925 revealing the wall’s unchanged nature over time and over location. The dig revealed 
that the moat was “marked by a palisade, or line of palings, 5 feet from the base of the 
redan and parallel with it.”43 The area between the brick redan and the wooden palisade 
was filled with large ballast stones, the stones that provided weight for trading ships.44
Dr. Nic Butler has also identified a documented date of the permanent demolition 
of Charleston’s fortified period in archived South Carolina Legislature reports. According 
to one report, the South Carolina Legislature passed an act in March 1784 to demolish 
the last of the walled city fortifications. The wall was only taken down to street level and 
the massive foundation left in place. At South Adgar’s Wharf, archaeological evidence 
shows that this was accomplished by toppling the parapet over, covering the foundations 
with earth, and building new structures on top. Small sections of the wall were removed 
when necessary in order to accommodate later buildings.45 The timeline of the defenses 
presented in the Archaeology at South Adgar’s Wharf remains the most complete. 
The analytical tools used in this thesis provide the potential to reveal information 
regarding	the	continuous	periods	of	neglect	and	development	of	the	walled	fortifications	
over the course of the eighteenth century. The information that can be offered includes 
evidence of rebuilding due to a range of bricks in the same area with different 
compositions, evidence of building campaigns or undamaged sections with older bricks 
42 Butler, Poplin, Pemberton, and Zierden, Archaeology at South Adgar’s Wharf, 61.
43 Butler, Poplin, Pemberton, and Zierden, Archaeology at South Adgar’s Wharf, 61.
44 Butler, Poplin, Pemberton, and Zierden, Archaeology at South Adgar’s Wharf, 61.
45 Butler, Poplin, Pemberton, and Zierden, Archaeology at South Adgar’s Wharf, 135.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Sampling Eighteenth Century Lowcountry Brick
One of the hypotheses this thesis explores is the premise that brick used in 
seventeenth and eighteenth century construction projects in Charleston was made near 
or on site.1 Early colonists in Charleston spread east into the Ashley River basin during 
the late seventeenth century as they were awarded land grants from the Lord Proprietors. 
In the absence of documentary evidence that identifies sources of brick used in colonial 
Charleston, bricks from early sites situated along the Ashley River were collected for their 
age and potential to determine the source of the brick used in the construction of the early 
fortification walls. The bricks tested in this study were collected from Colonial Dorchester 
State Historic Site (1697), the Powder Magazine (1713), and Drayton Hall (1742). 
These Ashley River sites were selected based on criteria that provide strong 
connections to the sea wall fortifications. Criterion included date of construction, 
proximity to Charles Town, and available historical documentation. The sites chosen for 
compositional comparison range in date from 1680 to approximately 1760, overlapping 
the period of use of Charleston’s sea wall fortifications from 1696 to 1785. This range 
encompasses most of the major phases of construction in the fortifications. Proximity to 
Charleston was taken into account since clay would not have been transported far from 
the source in the early periods. Sites located along coastal waterways trafficked by pirogues 
and barges carrying goods into town were well suited for transportation of raw materials 
1 Carl Lounsbury. An Illustrated Glossary of Early Southern Architecture (Charlottesville: University Press of 
Virginia, 1999), 47.
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or fired bricks. The rivers were the highways of the colonial period in Charleston, and the 
accessibility of the Ashley made it one of the major routes. Bricks from these Ashley River 
sites were also collected due to their availability and the willingness of property owners to 
donate samples for analysis.
Colonial Dorchester State Historic Site
Dorchester was a colonial village on the banks of the upper Ashley River that 
today is a South Carolina State Park. Congregationalists from Massachusetts arrived 
in Charleston Harbor in December 1695. Congregationalists, also known as Puritans, 
left their home in Dorchester, Massachusetts to create a new home where they could 
spread the Gospel of their church to the new southern colony. As a result of the religious 
tolerance promised in the Fundamental Constitutions of South Carolina, an early 
governing document for the colony, this religious group as well as many others sought 
refuge in the Carolina colony.2 The Congregationalists acquired just over 4,000 acres in a 
land grant for their settlement located approximately 26 miles north of Charleston. They 
founded the town of Dorchester on this land in 1697. The land was divided to create a 
New England-style township with 116 town lots, farm lots, commons, a mill site and a 
marketplace. The town also built a church and established a free school. Dorchester was 
planned as an agricultural village but artisans also used their skills to make crafts for 
sale in the marketplace. The New Englanders quickly adapted to their surroundings and 
learned rice and indigo production. Situated along the headwaters of the Ashley River, 
the town soon became a small center of trade. The residents relied on the Ashley River for 
2 Daniel Ray Sigmon. Dorchester St George Parish, SC: Rise and Decline of a Colonial Frontier Village 
(Charleston: South Carolina Historical Society 1992), 1, 21.
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transportation of the goods they grew and made and built wharves to dock their ships.3
Anglican influence in the area increased following the passage of the Church Act 
of 1706 that made the Church of England the established church in South Carolina. The 
socioeconomic dominance and intolerance of Anglican planters paired with a need for 
available land for the new generation caused the Congregationalists to go beyond Carolina 
for settlement. The town slowly declined in population for the next three decades as 
residents left to form a new settlement in Midway, Georgia during the 1750s.4 
  In 1757, rumors circulated of a potential attack on the town by the French during 
the French and Indian War. As a result, the Commissioners of Fortifications in Charles 
Town directed that a fort and powder magazine be built at Dorchester. The Powder 
Magazine was to be constructed of brick while the fort, in an effort to save money, was 
to be built of tabby. Tabby is a mixture of oyster shells, lime and sand. Bushels of oyster 
shells were transported to Colonial Dorchester by boats hired by the Commissioners. 
The Commissioners selected brick maker Thomas Gordon to supply the town with his 
product while Humphrey Sommers, a Dorchester resident was hired to lay the brickwork 
for magazine, barracks, and walls.5 The tabby work was also contracted to local residents 
while the Commissioners directed that boats full of oyster shells be sent for tabby 
production.6
As the American Revolution began, American patriots occupied Fort Dorchester. 
For a brief time, the soldiers at Colonial Dorchester were under the command of the 
Swamp Fox, Francis Marion. The tabby fort, however, was taken by the British in 1780, 
3 Sigmon, Dorchester St George Parish, 50-52.
4 Sigmon, Dorchester St George Parish, 1.
5  Journals of the Commissioners of Fortifications, May 26 1757. 
6 Sigmon, Dorchester St George Parish, SC, 109-110.
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regained by the patriots for a brief time, and then overrun again by 600 British solider in 
1781. With Dorchester captured, the remaining villagers left their town for good. When 
the British left at the end of the war, they burned the entire town. Today, only the brick 
bell tower and tabby fort survive. At the end of the American Revolution one of the 
busiest and most influential towns stood in ruins, abandoned.7 
 The town of Dorchester’s period of construction and occupation from 1697 until 
1781 corresponds almost precisely with the use and maintenance of fortifications in 
Charles Town. The similar date ranges mean that building campaigns and repair occurred 
periodically in both locations and that the bricks might have been sourced from the 
same provenance. Colonial Dorchester’s position along the Ashley River and its role as 
an outpost center of trade suggest river and coastal transportation could have connected 
the towns for exchange of bricks. The sea wall fortifications of Charleston and Colonial 
Dorchester were certainly connected at least during the mid-eighteenth century as 
evidenced by reports in the Journals of Commissioners of Fortifications. 
Colonial Dorchester is an important site for its documentary evidence, time 
period, location and also because in the mid-nineteenth century, the village became a 
site for brick manufacturing. Clay was mined directly on site and burned in kilns built 
on the land. Existing documents confirm this practice in the area and physical evidence 
of clay pits, now filled with water, can be seen in the state park today. Though large-scale 
brick making occurred in the nineteenth century, it is possible that small-scale brick 
manufacturing was taking place during the eighteenth.  
The strong connection with Charleston through trade and building campaigns 
7 Sigmon, Dorchester St George Parish, SC, 2. 
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presented by the documentary records made the Colonial Dorchester brick samples 
desirable. The bricks were obtained with permission from Colonial Dorchester State Park 
in an effort to not only find potential 
source similarities or patterns 
but also to better understand the 
overall process and logistics of brick 
production in early Charleston. The 
four brick samples from Colonial 
Dorchester were taken from the 
foundation ruins of the 1757 Powder 
Magazine, from the foundation wall 
at Lot 52, the Riverside Foundation 
wall at Lot 7 whose purpose and date 
of construction are unknown, and the Free School circa 1760.
Figure 4.2. Ruins of the west wall, c. 1757 Powder Magazine 
at Colonial Dorchester State Park, January 16 2015. (Photo by 
Author).
Figure 4.1 Colonial Dorchester Lot 52 Foundation Wall 
at Colonial Dorchester State Park, January 2015. 
(Photo by Author).
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Figure 4.4. 1742 Town of Dorchester with location of 
samples collected from the site. 
(1742 Dorchester Town Plat, Palmetto History.org).
Figure 4.3. Colonial Dorchester Lot 7 Riverside Wall ruins. Sample 
was obtained from top course. (Photo by Authior). 
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The Powder Magazine
 The Old Powder Magazine 
on Cumberland Street in downtown 
Charleston is the oldest public building 
in South Carolina and the only extant 
structure from the Walled City of 
Charleston. Built in 1713, the Powder 
Magazine was constructed to properly 
and safely house gunpowder and store 
the arms of colonial Charles Town. The 
magazine was a necessary structure 
within the fortifications of Charles Town 
and was used for military purposes continuously until 1748.8
 Much like the Charles Town fortifications, despite its function, it went through 
cycles of repair and neglect throughout the colonial period. After 1748, the magazine was 
abandoned for three decades due to structural issues but was recomissioned and repaired 
as a defensive measure in the Revolutionary War. Over the next 250 years, the magazine 
was used for a variety of purposes including a livery stable, a printing shop, and even 
a wine cellar owned by the Manigault family. The Powder Magazine is also one of the 
oldest buildings used for tourism in Charleston. The property was bought by the Colonial 
Dames in 1902 and underwent a renovation.9 Since that time it has operated as a museum 
informing visitors of the need for defense during the walled city days of Charleston.
8 Jonathan Poston. The Buildings of Charleston (Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 1997), 89. 
9 Poston, Buildings of Charleston, 90.
Figure 4.5. Section of 1788 Ichonography of 
Charleston with location of Powder Magazine
(Library of Congress, Maps, 1788 Ichonography of 
Charleston).
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The Powder Magazine is a low brick structure that measures only 33 feet square 
around the exterior. 
The walls of the Powder 
Magazine are 3 feet 
thick with central groin 
vaulting. The design 
would have allowed the 
building to implode in 
case of an accidental 
explosion. The roof is a 
central hip with cross 
gables. Clay pantiles 
first appeared at an 
unknown date. The original roofing material of the Powder Magazine was recorded to be 
of slate, typical of the roofs of early buildings in Charleston.10 
 Soon after construction, however, the roof proved too heavy for the supporting vaulting 
and columns causing leaks. The building underwent many repairs, notably the addition 
of cast iron tie rods in the 1740s. The roof continued to prove problematic leading to the 
eventual abandonment of the magazine for storage of gunpowder. 
 The Powder Magazine was chosen for its brick samples due to the age and 
location of the building. Dating from 1713, the magazine represents the formative years 
of the coastal fortifications and walled city of Charleston. With the construction of the 
10 Martha Zierden. Archaeology at the Powder Magazine: a Charleston site through three centuries 
(38ch7) (Charleston: Charleston Museum 1997), 19-21.
Figure 4.6 The Old Powder Magazine in 1902 before restoration
(Library of Congress, Prints and Photographs, Old Powder Magazine, 
1902).
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Powder Magazine, Charleston seemed to be a city poised to rely upon itself in the event 
of an attack. The location is ideal for comparison since it is situated on the peninsula 
and is the site closest in distance to the walls of the sea defenses.  The proximity might 
suggest that the bricks used to build both the magazine and the sea wall fortifications 
were manufactured in the same place whether onsite or transported from nearby. Martha 
Zierden, Curator of Historical Archaeology at the Charleston Museum, undertook 
archaeological excavations there in 1995 as part of a comprehensive restoration effort. 
During the excavation, Zierden and her team unearthed distinct features such as 
postholes and a demolished wall.11 The Charleston Museum kept a few pieces for their 
collections and for potential future study. Selected samples of this collection were loaned 
by The Charleston Museum to the author for scientific analysis and interpretation. These 
include three samples used in this thesis: N110 E102, N120 E102, and N145 E110. 
Drayton Hall
Drayton Hall was the plantation seat of John Drayton and is located approximately 
nine miles from downtown Charleston. John Drayton was the youngest son of Thomas 
and Ann Drayton of Magnolia Plantation. As the youngest son, John Drayton did not 
inherit his family’s property and began building a house for his own family in 1742, just 
three miles downriver from his childhood home. In building Drayton Hall, John Drayton 
displayed his knowledge, appreciation, and respect for the kind of classical architecture 
that he likely encountered while traveling Europe. Drayton Hall is now considered one 
of the finest examples of Georgian-Palladian architecture in the United States. Georgian-
Palladian architecture adheres to design principles of Italian architect Andrea Palladio 
11 Zierden, Archaeology at the Powder Magazine, 91.
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who was a proponent of reviving classical Roman design principles in Italy in the 
sixteenth century. Classical architecture focused on proportion and symmetry, which 
could be seen in the original five-part plan of Drayton Hall. The early plan included 
the center building (main house), two flanker buildings to the north and south, and a 
colonnade connecting the flankers to the main house. The Great Charleston Earthquake of 
1886 brought down the flanker buildings. The colonnade connecting these buildings was 
already missing by this time and was most likely damaged during the Revolutionary War. 
Drayton Hall remained in the Drayton family and was occupied part time 
until 1969 when the last resident, Charlotta Drayton died, leaving the house to her two 
nephews. In 1974, Drayton Hall was sold to the National Trust for Historic Preservation 
and has been maintained in its near original condition as a house museum that gives 
daily tours throughout the year.12 The staff employed at Drayton Hall regularly conducts 
historical research and archaeological excavations in a constant effort to reveal more about 
the buildings and landscape of this national treasure. One of these excavations uncovered 
physical evidence of an earlier structure located in the same spot as the current house.
In 2008, the foundation for a house dating from the 1680s was excavated at the 
northwest base of Drayton Hall. Archaeologists discovered a brick wall running parallel to 
Drayton Hall’s foundation. As digging continued, a perpendicular wall was encountered 
that formed a corner. On the wall was evidence of chisel marks suggesting that parts of 
the structure were removed to incorporate the construction of Drayton Hall on the site. 
This structure clearly pre-dates Drayton Hall and was likely torn down by John Drayton 
for his own dwelling. A pre-existing ditch was also found to the west of the house and was 
12 Carter C. Hudgins. “The Material World of John Drayton: International Connections to Wealth, Intellect, 
and Taste”. Antiques and Fine Art, 2011, 289-290.
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lined with brick. This was most likely a drainage system that the previous owner created. 
Researchers also found documentary evidence in the form of an advertisement from the 
South Carolina Gazette dated to 1737. The article cites that a “dwelling house, Kitchen, 
and several Out houses” existed on the land before it was purchased by John Drayton. The 
masonry work found is most likely a remnant of this earlier plantation site.13 
Drayton Hall was selected for study since both the recently discovered 1680s 
structure and the mid-eighteenth century classical structure provide excellent examples of 
early Charleston brick. Three of the samples used in this study date from the 1680s pre-
Drayton foundation were DH 985C, DH 1052B, and DH981A. DH 985C was excavated 
from a test unit on the west side of Drayton Hall. Archaeologists were searching for the 
continuation of the foundations of the pre-Drayton building but found a pile of dense 
brick rubble. They believe this pile is part of the interior of the building. DH 981A is a 
piece of brick rubble taken from a test pit in what archaeologists at Drayton Hall believe to 
be the cellar of the pre-Drayton feature. DH 1052B was recovered from an excavated ditch 
feature of the pre-Drayton area, which runs north to south on the property. Postholes at 
the bottom suggest it might have served a defensive purpose.14 The sample from Drayton 
Hall is DH Portico 001 and was obtained from underneath the front portico. Carter C. 
Hudgins, the Director of Preservation at the property, agrees that Drayton Hall, “situated 
on the banks of the Ashley River lends itself to the study of where brick has come from 
and used at the homes of some of South Carolina’s most prominent families.”15 In addition 
to elite properties, the overall practice of brick manufacturing, trade, and development up 
13 “Before Drayton Hall”, http://www.draytonhall.org/, 2014. 
14 (Personal communication, Sarah Stroud, Drayton Hall, March 2015). 
15 “Before Drayton Hall”. http://www.draytonhall.org/, 2014.
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Figure 4.7 Ditch feature DH 1052B where brick sam-
ple was excavted. Photo Courtesy of Drayton Hall
Figure 4.8 Profile Drawing of ditch feature DH 1052B. 
Photo Courtesy of Drayton Hall
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and down the coastal Carolina colony can be further studied. 
Figure 4.9 Feature DH 985C: Pile of Brick Rubble  
Photo Courtesy of Drayton Hall.
Figure 4.10 Architectural plan of the basement of Drayton 
Hall with sample locations. Drawing courtesy of Drayton Hall.
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Figure 4.11 Pre-Drayton cellar DH 981A during 
excavation. Photo Courtesy of Drayton Hall.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Eighteenth Century Brickmaking and Characterization in America and 
Charleston
The study of brick making and brick characterization provides a background for 
understanding the samples in their historical context and recognizing physical features 
that can shed light on their origin. Brickmaking in America during the seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries involved a fairly general and widespread process. Although all 
bricks are composed of a mixture of clay, sand, and water, variations in their physical 
and chemical properties is very much dependent on the environment in which it is 
made. Author Karl Gurcke explains that brick makers experienced “variations depending 
on aspects such as weather, nature of the raw materials, experience of the brick 
maker, equipment, and local customs.”1 In addition to established guidelines of brick 
manufacture, it is important to study the practices employed by brick makers in and 
around Charleston to understand the unique characteristics of the bricks made in this 
region. 
Colonial Brickmaking
In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the brick making process, at its most 
basic level, involved the following steps: mining clay, preparation, molding, drying, and 
firing.2 The first step in the process, mining the clay, could be achieved in a variety of ways 
although the most appropriate to the time period of study was surface or open pit mining. 
1 Karl Gurcke, Bricks and Brickmaking: A Handbook for Historical Archaeology (Moscow: The University of 
Idaho Press, 1987), 4.
2 Gurcke, Bricks and Brickmaking, 4.
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This technique required obtaining clay from near ground surface. It was also known 
as open pit mining since open pits were a result of excavation in the same area over a 
prolonged period. As the clay was mined, inclusions or “overburden” composed of organic 
materials were removed to prevent weakening of the final brick product when the organic 
matter decomposed. The properties and quality of the bricks was largely dependent upon 
the type of clay used in the process. Clay that possessed a silicate or alumina, giving it a 
sandy texture, was the most common type of clay used for everyday bricks. This kind of 
clay usually contains small amounts of lime or iron oxide that provided desirable traits 
such as a rich red color.3
The next step was the preparation of the clay that was meant to further improve 
the quality of the final product. In order to increase flexibility of the clay, it was left outside 
to weather. Rainfalls washed away soluble salts that might later crystallize contributing to 
spalling and efflorescence on the surface of the brick. In the southern colonies, weathering 
usually occurred over the winter months. After the clay source was properly weathered, 
the tempering process began. Tempering was a technique in which water was added to 
raw material and mixed evenly into the clay source to make it plastic enough to shape, 
to bestow it with a specific color, or to ensure the bricks would fire appropriately. Once 
tempering occurred, additives were introduced into the clay. Additives had a variety of 
roles in the brick manufacturing process such as increasing workability, altering the color 
of the final product, and to prevent shrinkage while firing. The most common additives in 
historical bricks in addition to water were sand and brick dust. Sand prevented shrinking 
and cracking while the bricks dried and were fired. Defective or broken bricks were 
ground or powdered to create brick dust that, when added to the clay, held the bricks 
3 James L. Garvin, “Small Scale Brickmaking in New Hampshire,” 21.
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together during firing.4 Occasionally, lime, ash, or organic matters were added to create 
a mixture that sped up the burning of the brick.  Once preparation was complete, the 
molding process began. Historically, molding was achieved either by shaping the bricks 
by hand, tools, or creating a wooden box mold to create bricks with similar dimensions. 
A strike, normally a wooden tool with an edge, was used to remove the excess clay from 
the mold frame. The molds were coated with water or sand to make removing the bricks 
easier. Depending on the substance used, the bricks were either called water struck or 
sand struck. The shaped bricks then needed to be dried in order to remove necessary 
moisture and allow for natural shrinkage so as to prevent extreme dimensional fluctuation 
or even explosion during firing. The bricks dried outside for a couple days or weeks 
depending on the weather. Once naturally dried, the bricks were considered green bricks. 
Green bricks were those that were dry but unfired. The bricks were then ready to be 
placed in the kiln and fired. 
The firing process was the most important stage of manufacture since it had major 
effects on the final product’s shape, strength, and color. Two kiln types were the most 
commonly used during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. These were the scove 
kiln and the clamp. Both types were constructed from green, or unfired bricks, and were 
periodic updraft kilns. Periodic means that the kilns were heated intermittently or for 
each firing phase. Updraft kilns were named since the fire was lit from the bottom and 
the heat traveled up and out of the kiln, baking the bricks as it passed. In these types of 
kilns, the temperature was controlled to slowly rise and burn out any remaining excess 
moisture from the bricks. The gradual temperature increase prevented the bricks from 
shrinking too dramatically due to rapid volume decrease as the water evaporated. The 
4 Gurcke, Bricks and Brickmaking, 13.
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kiln might heat unevenly resulting in overboard or underburned bricks and this too had 
to be compensated for by adjusting the draft. Brick batches made in these types of kilns 
often had many defects as a result of the unevenness of the burn and about a fourth of 
the finished bricks would be unusable for construction.5 The two kilns shared the same 
basic principles but differed slightly in design. First, the venting and fueling process in 
scove kilns was based upon individual tunnels separated at pre-determined intervals along 
the length of the kiln with arched openings that allowed a place to add fuel for the fire. 
Clamps, on the other hand, only had two live holes that spanned the entire length of the 
kiln. Second, the outsides of the scove kilns were plastered with mud once construction 
was complete to cover gaps that may let air pass through during firing. This technique was 
called ‘scoved” hence the name, scove kiln. Clamps were left uncoated. 
Oxidation was the first stage in the firing process. For oxidation to occur, a constant 
supply of oxygen and thus a constant draft had to be maintained by the head brick maker 
in the kiln. The oxidation phase removed any water still chemically bonded with the clay 
through evaporation. Vitrification, was the next and last stage. During vitrification, the 
drafts were shut down and the kiln was sealed. This stage was the hottest, which allowed 
the grains to melt and adhere to each other and pore spaces to fill up. It was during 
vitrification that the clay became ceramic. It was then the head brick maker’s decision 
to put the fire out and allow the bricks to cool in the sealed kiln for 48-72 hours. It was 
important that the brick maker was vigilant and did not let the bricks cool too rapidly 
since strength and color could be adversely affected if the kiln was opened too soon.6 
5 Gurcke, Bricks and Brickmaking, 32.
6 Gurcke Bricks and Brickmaking, 28-32.
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Brick Physical Characterization
In addition to the technology employed, a brick’s position in the kiln and the raw 
material had both physical and structural effects on the bricks. Individual bricks within 
one batch often displayed a range of hues resulting from their proximity and exposure to 
the fire. Soft bricks or salmon bricks as they are more commonly known were located on 
the outer part of the clamp and were not fully burned. As a result, they were softer and 
lighter in color than bricks placed in the center of the kiln. Due to the lesser quality and 
durability of these bricks, they were often used in interior walls that were not directly 
exposed to the weathering potential of the elements. Clinkers were bricks placed too close 
to the fire and that became over burned or even distorted in shape. Face bricks were those 
that were fully fired and possessed the desired color and strength.7 
As addressed in Bricks and Brickmaking, the raw clay material itself causes 
variations among bricks because clays from different sources vary in properties as a result 
of their climate, environment, and inclusions added to the deposit during transport, and 
exposure over time.8 The final color of the bricks depended in large part on the character 
of the local clay and on the amount of oxygen fed to the fires, so the brick maker also had 
to learn to gauge the reaction of his clay to varying conditions of draft at various stages of 
the burning. Surface texture could also be affected by the raw material used. For instance, 
the amount of silica, or sand, and inclusions in the brick can create different textures. 
Sometimes inclusions can even be helpful in locating a clay source depending on local 
customs or unique properties of the matter. The surface texture can also indicate how the 
7 Garvin,“Small Scale Brickmaking in New Hampshire”, 21.
8 Gurcke, Bricks and Brickmaking, 3.
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brick was treated before firing such as water struck or sand struck and what type of mold 
was used. These clues can help give a time period of manufacture. 
Starting in the 17th century in England, brick sizes were often regulated by law. 
The dimensions of the bricks were specified so that the finished product would be more 
or less uniform. Although laws did not exist in America, colonies under English rule, 
depending on the regulatory authority, standard dimensions can often be found. For 
instance, prior to the Revolution, the guidelines established in Massachusetts and New 
Hampshire specified, “molds should be sized so that the finished bricks after firing would 
measure nine inches long, four and a quarter inches deep and two and a half inches high.”9 
Carl Lounsbury, in his Illustrated Glossary of Early Southern Architecture, gives similar 
brick dimensions for southern brick at two and a half to three inches high, four and a half 
inches wide, and eight to nine inches in length.10 These dimensions closelt resemble the 
English statute and determined common bricks size in England and the North American 
colonies. It is clear that the New England and South Carolina practices were based on 
British regulations. Though these brick laws existed, many brick makers did not always 
follow protocol and bricks still varied in size. In the 18th century, uniformity became more 
important because the bricklayers work had to be assessed by third parties rather than on 
their own claims. The third party would assess quality and measure the wall to estimate 
the amount of bricks laid. Thus, for the bricklayers to be paid the full amount due, the 
bricks had to be as close to standard dimensions as possible.11 Bricks remained similar 
sizes for a few centuries. 
9 Garvin, “Small Scale Brickmaking in New Hampshire”, 22.
10 Carl R. Lounsbury. An Illustrated Glossary of Early Southern Architecture and Landscape (Charlottesville: 
University Press of Virginia, 1999), 47.
11 Garvin, “Small Scale Brickmaking in New Hampshire”, 22.
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 Stanley South would later go on to realize it was impossible to determine age 
according to brick size and revised his theory, saying instead, that a dramatic change in 
brick shape or size can provide useful information about a building.12 Large fluctuations in 
brick size in a one structure can indeed suggest discrepancies in age, place and method of 
manufacture. 
For further physical analysis, Gurcke in Bricks and Brickmaking, presents typology 
guides for historic bricks in order to identify physical characteristics that can reveal 
information of value and interest without scientific analysis.13
Rise of Brickmaking in Colonial Charleston 
Sources on brickmaking in Charleston in the first half of the seventeenth century 
are rare and contain little detail. This led to a long held belief that bricks were imported 
from England to build Charleston and its colonial sea wall defenses. Within the last 
few decades however, archaeological excavations and scientific testing have confirmed 
that this was most certainly not the case. Bricks were being made locally as soon as the 
colonists established a permanent home on the peninsula though most likely on a small 
scale. One Carolina settler, Thomas Newe, comments on the limited but existent brick 
production in Charleston in a letter from 1682. Newe says, “here is excellent Brick made, 
but little of it.”14 
Dr. Denis Brosnan of the Clemson National Brick Research Center confirmed this 
newer interpretation by examining the clay used to make two brick samples taken from 
the redan and sea wall excavations in 2009. In his report, Dr. Brosnan was able to discern 
12 Gurcke, Bricks and Brickmaking, 115.
13 Gurcke, Bricks and Brickmaking, 16-18. 
14 A.S. Salley. Narratives of Early Carolina, 1650 to 1708. (New York: C. Scribner’s Sons, 1911), 181.
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from a visual inspection of their shape that the sample sea wall bricks were hand molded. 
He also acknowledged that though the bricks differed in color from red to orange, this was 
a result of the non-uniformity characteristic of the uneven firing exposure in a clamp. Dr. 
Brosnan then tested the bricks through a combination of XRD, XRF, and other analytical 
tests and was able to determine that the similarity in chemical and mineral composition 
between the two confirmed they were sourced from the same clay, a calcareous clay 
characteristic of the lower Ashley and Wando Rivers. The high level of quartz, the main 
component in beach sand, also suggested they were made along the coast or potentially on 
the peninsula itself.15 Dr. Brosnan’s research is an example of how physical and scientific 
analysis can be used together to unlock clues of fortification construction from the 
material building blocks. The brick production practices used in colonial Charleston can 
lead to patterns of identification in the various sea wall building phases.  
The literature concerning the manufacture of bricks significantly increases by 
the second half of the seventeenth century most likely as a direct correlation to the rise 
of production during this time. Devastating fires prompted the South Carolina General 
Assembly to pass acts in 1713 and 1740 requiring all buildings to be made of brick or 
stone. Charlestonians, due to the lack of brick and its cost, largely ignored the Act of 
1713. However, the fire of 1740 convinced citizens of the benefits and propelled local 
production.16 Lucy Wayne, in Burning Brick, says another cause for the “development 
of brickmaking industry in the Lowcountry was proximity to the urban center of 
Charleston.”17 Brickyards located on sites with easy access to the rivers leading to the 
15 Denis A. Brosnan. “Forensic Evaluation of Bricks and Mortar 17th Century Charleston Fortified Wall” 
(Clemson: Clemson University, 2012), 211-212.
16 Lucy B. Wayne. “Burning Brick and Making a Large Fortune at It Too,” in Carolina Historical Landscapes: 
Archaeological Perspectives, ed. Linda Stine (Knoxville: The University of Tennessee Press, 1997), 6.
17 Wayne. “Burning Brick and Making a Large Fortune at It Too,” 97.
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Charleston peninsula and an abundance of natural ingredients needed in production such 
as clay and sand reduced transportation costs and made brickmaking a profitable venture 
by the mid-eighteenth century. Garvin in his article, “Small Scale Brickmaking”, makes the 
case that the benefits of coastal access were recognized all along the Atlantic. The study 
of New Hampshire brickmaking found that, “The seacoast was clearly the most favored 
in terms of transportation.”18 In the coastal waterways of New England and Charleston, 
shallow draft barges would have been used to transfer goods and transport bricks to local 
markets. 
Though brickmaking occurred on the banks of multiple rivers leading to 
Charleston, such as the Ashley and Cooper, the Wando River basin seemed to support 
higher amounts of brickyards. From 1740 to 1860, there were 79 brick makers operating 
along the Wando River alone. Wando River landowners still desired the plantation life of 
the elite in Charleston yet they discovered their land, high in salinity and poorly drained, 
would not support productive crop growth. Thus, as the demand for brick increased in 
the 1740s, Wando River plantation owners discovered their source of profit.19 These brick 
makers produced thousands of brick for use in Charleston, including for the coastal 
fortifications.20 Wayne references documents that state, “The many Charleston area 
fortifications continually required bricks; Villepontoux and Goodbe provided 94,000 
between 1757 and 1758 while other brick makers provided an additional 68,600 during 
the same period.”21 It is unclear whether these fortifications included the seawall on 
the peninsula or they were intended for Fort Moultrie and other harbor defenses being 
18 Garvin, “Small Scale Brickmaking in New Hampshire,” 24.
19 Wayne, “Burning Brick,” 35.
20 Wayne, “Burning Brick,” 98.
21 Wayne, “Burning Brick,” 101-102.
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constructed at the time. However, it is clear, that small scale but increasing commercial 
brickmaking was a profitable source of income for local plantations. Charleston’s 
geographical location, as one visitor in the late seventeenth century described it, was 
“very commodiously situated from many navigable rivers that lie near it,” and many of the 
bricks made in the Lowcountry were shipped to Charleston for sale.22
Characterization of Charleston Bricks
Regional geologic deposits share certain mineral and chemical properties there-
fore,	it	is	sometimes	difficult	to	differentiate	composition	and	visual	characteristics	
between bricks produced in a larger geographical area. However, studies concerning the 
characterization of the bricks produced in the Charleston area have recently been ex-
plored with the work of Dr. Denis Brosnan of the National Brick Research Center. The 
studies	he	has	completed	personally	and	consulted	on	have	begun	to	define	characteristics	
between regional locales. These locales are often divided into three main sub-regions 
positioned along Charleston’s most important rivers: the Ashley, the Wando, and the Coo-
per.	The	primary	chemical	constituent	in	the	bricks	is	silica	(SiOi),	reflecting	the	extreme-
ly high content of sand in the coastal raw materials used in manufacture of the bricks. 
Although clay and soil is shared amongst these areas, differences in geologic formations 
do occur resulting in varying characteristics. The information was collected from many 
published geological sources such as the Carolina Geological Society and the USGS. 
The	three	main	types	of	bricks	identified	and	used	in	the	Charleston	area	are:	grey,	
brown, and red. These types are described in historical accounts from the 1850’s, record-
ing the sale of Grey, Brown, and Red.”23 The records also indicate that brown and red 
22 Jonathan Poston. The Buildings of Charleston ( Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 1997), 48.
23 Denis A. Brosnan. “Forensic Analysis of Building Materials Obtained by Core Drilling;    
Fort Sumter National Monument,” National Park Service, June 2012.
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bricks were cheaper than grey bricks suggesting the popularity or quality of the grey type.
Wando River
Wando	River	brick,	most	often	fires	to	a	red-brown	that	was	known	as	“Charles-
ton Grey.”24 The Charleston grey bricks are well known in the Lowcountry, due to their 
popularity,	and	can	be	easily	identified.	Although	the	knowledge	base	is	well	established-
for this brick type in the Charleston area, the literature on the physical characteristics 
and composition of gray bricks is almost non-existent. This has begun to change with the 
ongoing research and work that Dr. Denis Brosnan of the National Brick Research Center 
has	conducted	for	historic	properties	in	Charleston,	especially	on	the	fortifications	of	Fort	
Sumter and Castle Pinckney. 
The Charleston gray color became popular in the early eighteenth century and 
reduced demand for the earlier red colored bricks used in the area.25 Dr. Brosnan says that 
the	red-brown	color	of	the	“grays”	are	actually	a	result	of	the	elevated	levels	of	calcium	
carbonate (CaO) present in the raw clay material and are characteristic of bricks produced 
on the sea islands around Charleston Harbor.26 The calcium derives from the marine 
deposits found in the Wando Formation on which much of the brickmaking region of the 
Wando lies.27 
	 Dr.	Brosnan	also	discusses	the	characteristic	“black	spots”	seen	in	Wando	River	
bricks. These black spots, according to Dr. Brosnan, are the result of interactions of chert 
nodules	with	iron	oxide	and	quartz	during	firing.	These	Charleston	“grey”	bricks	were	
well-	fired,	as	brick	makers	along	the	Wando	specialized	in	the	industry	and	maintained	
24 (Personal communication, Dr. Brosnan, March 16, 2015).
25 Marie Ferrera Hollings. Brickwork of Charleston to 1780 (Columbia: University of South Carolina, 1978), 
12. 
26 Denis Brosnan, Fort Sumter National Monument, 
27 USGS, South Carolina Geology, May 2013.
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kilns that could achieve the high temperatures required by the sandy coastal clays. The 
majority of brick buildings on the Charleston peninsula are built of grey bricks.
Ashley River
Much less is known about the characterization of Ashley River bricks than the 
Wando. This might be the result of the type of bricks that were manufactured along its 
shores.	The	Ashley	River	clay	that	has	been	studied	is	found	to	fire	to	a	red	color	es-
pecially	the	further	inland	it	flows.	It	is	likely	that	the	red	bricks	produced	result	from	
mineral concentrations of kaolin pottery clay located somewhat upriver from the penin-
sula, between the Ashley and Cooper Rivers. This type of clay does not usually  contain 
the chert nodules seen in the sea islands. The smaller amount of calcium carbonate in the 
Ashley River region compared to the Wando might contribute to the brighter oranges and 
red color seen in bricks with clay sourced from the Ashley. Similar red colored bricks 
were produced in Dorchester County, South Carolina in the 1950’s and 1960’s.28 Charles-
ton grays have long been favored in construction on the peninsula over these red bricks. 
Cooper River
Bricks from the Cooper River appear to be have a less distinctive appearance but 
share more similarities in color and composition with the Wando River bricks than the 
Ashley. The Cooper River bricks are also known to produce an increased amount of calci-
um since limestone beds can be found under the land along the river.29 
Historical records suggest that the Cooper River produces the brown colored 
bricks mentioned in Charleston accounts. Charles Graves, a landowner and brick maker 
28 Denis Brosnan. Fort Sumter National Monument, 2.
29  Kristina Lanphear. Profile of an Origin: A Chemical and Physical Characterization of Historic Brick and Clay 




with brown bricks.”30 
During petrographic analysis of bricks at Fort Sumter, Dr. Brosnan found that 
the samples contain a few chert nodules and iron spinel, characteristic of the black spots 
seen in the Wando bricks. However, there are many less black spots than their gray rivals. 
Cooper River brickyards were popular during the mid-eighteenth century like the Wando 
River	but	definitive	characterization	of	these	locally	produced	bricks	still	remains	elu-
sive due to the overlap of geological deposits in the Charleston area and requires further 
analysis.
The current studies published can aid in interpretation of the results from the 
chemical and physical tests performed on the samples and will be built upon in this thesis. 
Historic brickmaking, local production, and characterization are important for 
a basic understanding of the nature of bricks. Physical properties of bricks often suggest 
the mineral and chemical properties present in the bricks. Therefore, analysis of mineral 
and chemical elements of bricks made in a specific area can lead to an understanding of 
the link between composition and physical characterization. The available documents 
concerning early Charleston brick is extremely limited but through physical and scientific 
analysis, seventeenth and early eighteenth century brick manufacturing and sourcing in 
the Charleston area can be better understood. Once identified, these bricks can help shed 
light on the early phases of construction in the walled fortifications.




The methodology for this thesis involved the collection and analysis of data from 
compositional and physical tests conducted on the brick samples. It also required 
investigation of available historical documents and records to interpret the results once 
patterns of composition were identified in the bricks. The methodological process was 
designed to identify patterns between the compositional and physical properties of the 
bricks to answer the following questions: 
•	 Where were the sea wall bricks being made? 
•	 Were bricks from different sources identified in the same location? 
•	 Is there a measurable difference in bricks collected from higher and lower levels in 
the wall? 
•	 Was this structure resued in new construction after demolition?
The scientific and physical tests performed on the brick samples were chosen for 
their ability to provide indications on the manufacturing process and composition of 
the bricks. Test selection was assisted through consultation with Dr. Denis Brosnan of 
the National Brick Research Center (NBRC) at Clemson University and Dr. Stéphanie 
Cretté and Amy Elizabeth Uebel at Clemson University’s Warren Lasch Conservation 
Center in North Charleston, SC. The selected tests were: X-ray Fluorescence (XRF), 
X-ray Diffraction (XRD), colorimetry, and water absorption. Each analysis technique 
provided different information related to the properties of each individual brick sample. 
X-ray fluorescence was used to determine the elemental composition of the bricks while 
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X-ray diffraction defined the mineral composition and the most likely chemical reactions 
that would have occurred during the firing process. Water absorption was performed to 
determine the overall porosity of each brick. Colorimetry was used to determine the true 
color value of each brick and minimize possible errors due to human perception.
Overall, nine bricks from the walled fortification were chosen. The different 
locations where brick samples were collected were: Granville Bastion, the Missroon 
House at 40 East Bay Street, Half Moon Battery under the Old Exchange Building, the 
East Bay Curtain Wall, the wall at 43 East Bay, and the Redan at South Adger’s Wharf and 
from the recent January 2015 dig at White Point Garden. The samples from the walled 
fortifications were chosen and collected as a representative sample set of all points along 
the wall. The selection was based on the desire to discover patterns over the entirety 
of the wall suggesting fortification wide building campaigns or repairs. Additional 
samples were obtained for comparison to the fortification samples. They were taken from 
colonial period sites around the Charleston area and were chosen for their proximity to 
Charleston, known date of construction and occupation, and availability of historical 
documentation. These sites included: the Powder Magazine, Colonial Dorchester State 
Park, and Drayton Hall. All the samples were collected from sites either on the Charleston 
peninsula or along the Ashley River. The criteria, proximity, dates, and documented 
records, made the bricks from these sites desirable for their ability to shed light on the 
undocumented early history of brickmaking in Charleston. Overall, twelve brick samples 
were collected from these sites to be analyzed. The selection of the samples was also 
supported by Dr. Denis Brosnan’s report on the analysis of two brick samples from the sea 
wall given to him by the National Park Service after the 2009 excavations on the Redan at 
Adger’s Wharf. 
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  Dr. Brosnan analyzed the bricks using XRF, XRD, and thermogravimetric analysis. 
In his report, he concluded that the composition of the clay used indicated it was sourced 
from either the Ashley or Wando Rivers or even from the peninsula. No sites were 
selected along the Wando River in the present study because a larger amount of historic 
properties fitting the criteria with better accessibility to original bricks was found to exist 
along the Ashley River. 
Once the careful selection process was completed, the bricks were labeled for 
identification and collection of data. Labeling involved giving each sample from the 
walled fortifications an individual identification number for reference during analysis. The 
system was specifically designed for the set of samples used in this thesis and do not refer 
to any prior identification system. The samples were labeled according to site location, 
cardinal direction, if applicable, and sample number by site. Labeling of the additional 
Charleston reference sites was based on keeping the identification number already given 
to them by their institution. The identification labels kept the samples organized during 
analysis and resulted in ease of accurate data collection. 
The next step was the visual and physical documentation of the samples. 
Documentation was essential since partial destruction of the samples was inevitable 
due to the invasive techniques required by XRD. The samples were photographed at the 
Warren Lasch Conservation Center using their photo station. The station was equipped 
with adjustable lights, a graph mat board, and an attachment where the camera was affixed 
for stability in order to produce clear, focused pictures. Each sample was photographed 
with their identification number and a 5 mm scale for reference. The bricks were then 
measured to further document their physical properties. Once these preliminary 
procedures were completed, the testing process began. 
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The final step in the preparation process was to clean the samples. The bricks had 
been buried for many years before excavation and required cleaning before they could 
undergo testing. The main reason that cleaning was necessary was to prevent inaccurate 
results. The debris that had accumulated on the bricks such as soil, sand, and other 
organic materials could influence the test results by identifying elements in the samples 
that were not part of the original composition. To reduce contamination and minimize 
margin of error, the bricks were cleaned with an air spray can to clear dirt and dust 
and then gently rinsed with deionized water. After the samples were thoroughly rinsed 
and lightly brushed with natural bristle brushes, they were air sprayed again to remove 
remaining debris from the samples. They were then allowed to air dry. 
Research
The research portion of the methodology involved an investigation of the existing 
literature to provide background information on the history of Charleston’s walled city, 
seventeenth and eighteenth century colonial fortification construction, bricks and historic 
brickmaking, and history of the colonial sites where samples have been collected from, for 
comparison to the walled fortifications. Research also involved a literature review of the 
current methods, previous experiments, and best practices recognized in the scientific field 
for the analytical tests performed on bricks.
Part of the ongoing research of Charleston’s walled city involved exploring documents 
and records of collections addressing the fortifications. The collections studied included 
the South Carolina General Assembly, Journals of the Common Assembly, 1692-1775 and 
1776-1790, the South Carolina Governor and Council, Journals of His Majesty’s Council for 
South Carolina, 1721-1775, and South Carolina, Commissioners of Fortifications, Journal 
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of the Commissioners of the Fortifications, 1755-1770. The documents in these collections 
focused on early accounts of construction, expense, and maintenance of the wall in the 17 
and 18th centuries. Dr. Nic Butler of the Charleston County Public Library and Mayor’s 
Walled City Task Force had extensively reviewed these first-hand documents over the past 
decade. Dr. Butler presented frequent public lectures on his interpretations of Charleston’s 
walled city. In these lectures, Dr. Butler’s discussed his most recent research efforts on the 
wall. Under Dr. Butler’s advice and guidance, these documents were personally researched 
for this thesis not only by visiting the South Carolina Room in the Charleston County Public 
Library and the South Carolina Historical Society in the College of Charleston’s Addlestone 
Library, but also by traveling to the South Carolina Department of Archives and History 
records in Columbia, SC. Dr. Butler’s Walled City Lectures on the walled fortifications, 
alongside these documents, assisted in drawing conclusions between the historical record 
and the results of the analytical tests. After the research had provided the necessary 
background information, analytical testing could be performed on the brick samples. 
X-Ray Fluorescence
X-ray fluorescence was the process of determining the qualitative and semi-quantitative 
elemental composition of an object using X-rays. During the XRF process electrons were 
dislodged from their atomic orbital positions by X-rays generated by the XRF tube. The 
displaced electrons released energy that was characteristic to a certain element. The element 
was identified using this energy by an energy dispersive detector in the XRF instrument.1 
 The Warren Lasch Conservation Center (WLCC) provided the use of an XRF instrument 
1 Handheld XRF, Bruker https://www.bruker.com/products/x-ray-diffraction-and-elemental-analysis/hand-
heldxrf/how-xrf-works.html.
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to analyze the samples. The XRF instrument was a handheld Bruker AXSIII-SD connected 
to a laptop and the PXRF software. Over a time period from late September to early 
January, the brick samples were individually tested. The setting for each sample analysis was 
programmed prior to the test. The time of the test could be adjusted and each test was set to 
run for 200 seconds using the vacuum with the voltage set at 40 KV and the current setting 
at 20 µA. 200 seconds allowed for more accurate results compared to a shorter analysis 
time. Once the settings were adjusted, the brick sample was placed onto the XRF platform 
provided by the manufacturer. The sample was placed over the measurement window with 
the surface as close as possible to the X-ray window. The test could also be performed while 
holding the XRF gun against the chosen sample if the sample was too large or unstable to 
be placed on the platform. 
It was also important to consider that the historic brick making process 
inherently resulted in numerous variations in the physical and chemical 
properties of bricks within the same batch and even within a single brick. 
 Therefore, a test taken in one spot on the sample may not represent the overall composition. 
To increase accuracy, three tests were conducted on each brick sample at 3 or more locations. 
These additional tests were labeled with their identification name, number, and increasing 
numerals. For example, the second test on an individual brick would be labeled with their 
sample name-2 compared to a third test, which would be sample name-3. Most samples 
required only three tests for thorough analysis though a few required more based on size. 
Once the three-minute run was completed, a spectrum was obtained. Each peak 
corresponded to characteristic X-rays of the elements present in the brick samples. Though 
historic bricks were composed of essentially the same ingredients, clay and sand, the 
difference in peaks could indicate differences in elemental composition suggesting separate 
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sources. The software automatically saved each run in the project folder. 
Once all the brick samples had been tested using the XRF, the raw data were analyzed 
using a separate software program called Artax which allowed for quantification of the 
different elements. The counts per element were recorded in Microsoft Excel. Both the 
average and the standard deviation of the three separate runs for each sample could then be 
calculated. Determining the averages and standard deviations for individual sample test sets 
allowed for both ratios and percentages to be calculated for overall analysis and comparison 
of the brick samples. The XRF analysis involved the use of two different sets of elements. 
First, the major elements present were compiled into a table, which included: alumina, 
silica, iron, and calcium. Measurable variations between these elements suggested different 
properties and thus different sources. Second, the volcanic earth elements, Rb, Sr, Y, Zr, and 
Nb, were quantified by calculating their ratios. These five 
elements indicated a geological deposition representative 
of volcanic eruptions in the pre-historic record. Geographic 
locations in close proximity sharing similar geologic 
formations will present similar ratios of these elements.2 
  Analysis of the elements present in each sample was 
a start to identifying different provenances but alone was 
not enough. X-ray Diffraction was a destructive procedure 
that identified key minerals, which aided in pinpointing a 
more precise geographical location and firing technique 
used. XRF combined with XRD results further defined 
compositional differences between samples especially 
2 (Personal communication with Stéphanie Cretté, March 2015).
Figure 5.1. Brick sample on XRF 
platform during testing. 
(Photo by Author).
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within a similar regional context.
 
XRD
X-Ray diffraction was a method of analysis that involved testing samples using 
X-rays to identify the mineralogy of the brick. This process began by placing a sample 
into an X-ray diffractometer. Heating a filament in a cathode ray tube produced electrons 
and created X-rays. A voltage was applied to accelerate the electrons that then bombard 
the target material. The electrons eventually dislodged inner shell electrons of the target 
material, producing characteristic X-ray spectra. XRD was widely applied to the study of 
mineral phases and chemical compounds in ceramic materials. Since every crystalline solid 
had a unique X-ray powder pattern, the characteristics of this pattern may be used as a 
“fingerprint” for its identification.3 Therefore, XRD analysis was similar to determining a 
“brick’s DNA”. XRD was a destructive technique because it required the sample to be in 
powdered form in order to analyze its mineral crystalline structures. The powder needed 
to be very fine for best results. Dr. John Sanders performed the XRD analysis of the brick 
samples in this thesis at the National Brick Research Center (NBRC). The technique used at 
the NBRC was to take a small piece of the brick, between 10 to 50 grams was sufficient, and 
crushed it into a powder using a Puck mill. Each sample was ground into its powdered form 
in eight minutes. The powdered sample was then placed into an individual small, plastic 
container.   
Once the samples were properly powdered, they could be placed in the XRD 
instrument for analysis. The XRD instrument used at the NBRC was a Scintag XGEN-
3 Hanno zur Loye. “X-ray Diffraction: How it works and what it cannot tell us,” Columbia: Univeristy of South 
Carolina, 2001, 2. 
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4000. The sample was placed in the XRD sample holder while the software program Jade 
was started. The researcher selected the analytical settings, closed the door, and started the 
analysis. During analysis, appropriate chemicals were added in order for the diffractometer 
to scan the sample.  In the case of X-ray diffraction, the powdered samples were mixed with 
ethanol and stirred with an ultrasonic probe. The test for an individual sample took three 
hours and twenty minutes and resulted in raw data in the form of peaks similar to XRF 
analysis. The data peaks in XRD indicated the semi-quantitative ratio of minerals present 
rather than chemical elements like in XRF analysis. The semi-quantitative XRD method 
used the integrated intensity or the total number counts under each peak, rather than the 
intensity of the peak channel alone. The raw data was then taken and fitted into a specified 
profile shape4 and similar to XRF, was converted by the appropriate software program into 
numeric data. The twenty-one brick samples were tested at the NBRC under the supervision 
of the Director, Dr. John Sanders, and his experienced team. They analyzed and organized 
the results into individual data sheets for each sample. The author then interpreted the data 
with the assistance of Dr. Denis Brosnan, former Director of the NBRC, and Stéphanie 
Cretté, Director of Warren Lasch Conservation Center. 
4 R.A. Livingston, P.E. Stutzman, and I. Schumann. “Quantitative X-ray Diffraction Analysis of Handmold-
ed Brick,” Conservation of Historic Brick Structures, (1998) 3. http://fire.nist.gov/bfrlpubs/build99/PDF/
b99097.pdf.
Figure 5.2 Scintag XGEN-400 X-ray difraction instrument 
at the National Brick Research Center. (Photo by Author).
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Water Absorption and Porosity
Water absorption tests on bricks could determine the relative porosity of a 
particular sample. Knowledge of a brick’s porosity helped determine if either a brick 
was modern or historic by indicating whether it was hand-molded or machine pressed. 
A greater porosity percentage indicated a historic, hand-molded brick because the 
technology used in clay preparation, mold making, and firing resulted in less dense 
products than later machine made bricks that were compacted with more force. In order 
to accurately conduct water absorption tests on the bricks, the ASTM International 
standards were consulted. ASTM International was formerly known as the American 
Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) which administered worldwide recognized 
test methods, guidelines, and practices that contributed to product quality and supported 
industries across the globe.5 The ASTM International standards required that both 24 
hour cold water absorption and 5-hour boiling absorption tests be performed. 24-hour 
cold-water absorption tests recorded porosity induced by capillary action in the brick 
samples. Both water absorption tests were performed on all the brick samples in this 
thesis. 
First, the bricks had to be dried in a dehydrating oven so that any retained 
moisture would not affect the results. The samples were dried for 24 hours and allowed 
to cool. They were then submerged in room temperature water in a large plastic storage 
container for 24 hours. After the 24 hours, they were removed, lightly dried off, and 
weighed. This weight was subtracted from the dry weight and divided by the dry weight to 
find the porosity percentage of each brick sample. The samples were then placed in metal 
5 ASTM International, “Overview” http://www.astm.org/ABOUT/full_overview.html, March 2015.
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pots and boiled for 5-hours. They were then removed, lightly dried, and their weights 
recorded. Total porosity was then calculated for the 5-hour boiling test using the same 
formula as the 24-hour cold-water absorption. The resulting data was organized by its 
identifier and recorded in an Excel sheet for analysis.
Colorimetry
The color of a brick was a physical property than could provide information 
regarding the mineral composition through visual analysis. The color could also help 
determine the approximate temperature at which the brick was fired leading to discoveries 
about the technology of the kiln used. Color identification, however, was often subject to 
the individual perceptions of the observer. In an effort to minimize the alterations of visual 
perception, the use of a color reader was employed. There were several instruments that 
could measure color but the one used in this thesis was the colorimeter. The colorimeter 
tests were conducted on the brick samples by staff at the National Brick Research Center. 
The colorimeter measured the light and broke it down into a measurement of red, 
green, and blue reflected light.6 The colorimeter was placed against the cleaned brick samples 
until the instrument calculated the RGB readings for the brick. The data was recorded in 
an Excel sheet for each sample. The recorded RGB readings were the values used to map 
each sample’s visible color using an established color system. A color system represented 
the visible spectrum and allowed for mapping of a color in a color space. Although several 
standardized color systems existed, the CIE L*a*b color system was the preferred system of 
the National Brick Research Center and was the model used to interpret color readings in 




The analytical tests performed on the brick samples in this thesis were selected 
for their ability to define a provenance from which the clay used in the manufacture of 
bricks was sourced. X-ray Fluorescence and X-ray Diffractions analyzed the chemical and 
mineral compositions of both the raw material and the ceramic finalized product. The water 
absorption tests and colorimeter readings focused on identifying similarities or differences 
in physical properties of the fired bricks. Combined, the data was able to reveal patterns in 
the tested samples that could be analyzed and evaluated to answer the question of source 
provenance. Analysis of the patterns for provenance and method of manufacture of the 
brick samples created a picture of the evolution of Charleston’s sea wall fortifications in a 
way that had yet to be explored. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN
Findings and Analysis: Examining Patterns
The data from all the analytical and physical tests was collected from September 
2014 to February 2015. Analysis of the results revealed patterns in the sample set. The 
chemical and physical characteristics of the samples were analyzed individually and 
then compared. The patterns uncovered from the chemical composition of the samples 
support the physical observations of color and water absorption. Samples with similar 
results throughout the testing process were grouped accordingly. The site where each 
sample was collected, noted, and analyzed for differences that might suggest rebuilding 
or repair campaigns. The compositional patterns of each group were then compared to 
available historical records of brickmaking in Charleston and the brick characteristics 
database compiled during this study in order to identify sourcing of the bricks. This two 
part analysis allowed the results from the analytical tests to answer questions about the 
undocumented aspects of the wall at the core of this study such as: What do the patterns 
observed reveal about rebuilding campaigns in the wall? Where were the bricks being 
sourced over time? Are there discernable differences in bricks lower or higher in the 
wall? Finally, were foundations of this massive structure reused after demolition? It also 
builds upon the current fabric of brick analysis in the Charleston region and can aid in the 
interpretation of future archaeological and historical sites. 
Results: Analytical and Physical Tests
XRF 
XRF analysis identified the elements present in each sample and displayed them 
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in spectrum (elemental peaks) and numeric data. The same twenty-three elements were 
identified in all the samples tested. The visual patterns of elemental peak heights were 
generally similar indicating comparable amounts of the elements under each peak. 
Identifying the qualitative elements present and converting this data in the Artax program 
allowed for analysis of the semi-quantitative data. All of the semi-quantitative data was 
compiled in Microsoft Excel to be analyzed. From the twenty-three elements present 
in the sample, only several of these elements were selected for analysis based on their 
ability to denote source location. Two sets of elements were selected under the guidance 
of Stephanie Crette of Warren Lasch Laboratory and Dr. Brosnan of the National Brick 
Research Center.
First, the major elements present in each sample were analyzed. The basic chemical 
composition of bricks consists of several major elements that include alumina, calcium, 
iron, silica, and potassium. These elements are all inherent to the primary raw material 
used to make bricks: clay and sand. The averages and standard deviations for individual 
samples were calculated from the three XRF tests performed on each brick. The averages 
for each sample were then converted into percentages, indicating the weight percentage of 
each element in a sample. Silica was the most abundant element present in all of the brick 
samples. 
Silica (Si)
Silica is the second largest constituent found in bricks. Silica is an abundant 
mineral in nature occurring in the form of quartz, which is the major component of beach 
sand.1 Though there is an inherent amount of sand in the clay used to form bricks, silica is 
1 Rex W. Grimshaw. The Chemistry and Physics of Clay (India: TechBooks, 1971), 158.
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added in greater quantities during the manufacturing process to prevent the bricks from 
shrinking, cracking, and warping and helps the brick burn properly in lower temperatures. 
 Reaching vitrification at a lower heat decreases the amount of fuel needed during the 
firing process and can decrease the production costs of the brick makers. The extremely 
high levels of quartz seen in these samples are characteristic of clays sourced from the 
seacoast islands of Charleston.2 The major impurities found in silica are alumina and iron, 
which also are abundant and necessary elements present in brick.
Alumina (Al)
Alumina occurs in nature in a variety of forms such as massive sedimentary 
deposits or as grains distributed through rocks and soil.3 Alumina is valued for its 
resistance to corrosion, its ability to help maintain a constant volume in bricks while 
undergoing the firing process, and plasticity that allows the clay to be molded. 
 
Iron (Fe)
Iron is a common mineral present in bricks and occurs as hematite. Hematite is 
the major element responsible for imparting color to the bricks.Hematite often accounts 
for bricks’ distinctive red color.4 As Hollings noted, bricks with a vivid red color often have 
an iron content of 4 to 5% weight.5  Iron also contributes to the final strength and hardness 
of the brick. 
2 Brosnan, “Fort Sumter National Monument,” 2012.
3 Grimshaw, Physics of Clay, 274.
4 Grimshaw, Physics of Clay, 213. 
5 Hollings, Brickwork of Charleston,  
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Calcium (Ca)
 Calcium content in bricks is typically between .1 and .2% total weight in 
composition. Calcium is present due to its presence in the clay raw material and acts as a 
flux that lowers the temperature needed to reach vitrification and inhibits overhardening.6 
Trace Elements: Rb, Sr, Y, Z, and Nb
The second set of elements analyzed were selected based on the geological 
information they could provide. The elements Rubidium, Strontium, Yttrium, Zirconium, 
6 Grimshaw, Physics of Clay, 280.  
Sample # Percent/Weight Al Fe Ca Si K 
Colonial Dorchester Free School % 17.40% 2.70% <0.01% 79.40% 0.37 
Colonial Dorchester Lot 52 Foundation Wall  % 14.20% 0.93% 0.52% 83.80% 0.23 
Colonial Dorchester Powder Magazine  % 14.70% 4.20% 0.05% 81.10% 0.30 
Colonial Dorchester Lot 7 Riverside Wall 
Foundation 
% 11.00% 1.20% <0.01% 87.80% 0.21 
43 East Bay Street % 2.40% 1.10% 2.70% 87.20% 0.49 
Curtain Wall East Bay % 0.86% 1.30% <0.01% 98.20% 0.28 
Drayton Hall 985C % 1.94% 3.00% 3.20% 94.30% 0.74 
Drayton Hall Portico 001 % 6.50% 2.00% <0.01% 91.50% 0.24 
Granville Bastion  % 6.30% 0.50% 9.30% 73.00% 0.04 
Half Moon Sample 3 % 0.40% 0.46% 1.30% 94.70% 0.33 
Finished Cap Parapet Redan  % 1.40% 1.00% 0.01% 91.10% 0.34 
DH 981A Sample 1 % 10.60% 3.90% 0.01% 85.50% 0.13 
DH 1052 B % 3.70% 1.80% 0.01% 92.80% 0.90 
Powder Magazine N110E102 % 9.30% 1.20% <0.01% 89.50% 0.30 
Powder Magazine N120E115  % 14.00% 1.40% 2.70% 79.40% 0.30 
Powder Magazine N145E110 % 4.10% 4.00% 2.50% 87.50% 0.67 
South Redan Top Course Interior % 9.40% 1.30% 0.00% 89.20% 0.11 
Sea Wall Brick King St-South Battery % 6.20% 0.30% 1.50% 90.40% 0.28 
Sea Wall Infill Sample 1 % 3.60% 1.00% 0.03% 93.60% 0.65 
Missroon House Basement % 13.20% 1.20% 8.90% 71.80% 1.80 
Parapet South Adgar's Wharf % 0.47% 0.70% 3.00% 91.00% 0.23 
 
Table 1.1. XRF Analysis of Major Elements
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and Niobium are a combination of alkali, alkaline earth, and transition metals whose 
presence indicate deposits created as a result of volcanic eruptions. The ratios between 
these elements suggest a unique volcanic deposit, therefore, samples that share similar 
ratios should come from a similar geologic area. The ratios used for analysis were Sr/Zr, 
Rb/Sr, and Rb/Zr. 
  The brick samples were grouped into categories based on the amounts of each 
ratio. Five categories were identified based on the range of the values calculated for the 
ratios Sr/ Zr, Rb/Sr, and Rb/Zr. The groups, in which the samples were placed, were 
labeled by the values, low, medium, or high, of their individual percentages for each ratio. 
The values followed the order of the ratio arrangement, Sr/Zr, Rb/Sr, and Rb/Zr. For 
example, if a sample had a low percentage of Sr/Zr it would receive an L for that ratio, a 
medium percentage for Rb/Sr would receive an M, and a low percentage for Rb/Zr would 
be L and the group would be LML (for further explanation See Table below). The original 
five categories for the brick samples were low, high, low (LHL), low, medium, low (LML), 
medium, low, low (MLL), high, low, low (HLL), and high, high, high (HHH). It was 
possible, however, to condense the results even further by combining LHL values with 
LML, and MLL values with HLL based on their minimal differences. HHH remained a 




The XRD testing performed on the bricks determined the specific mineralogy 
of each sample and forms another set of compositional patterns to compare with the 
XRF results. The combination of XRF and XRD results creates a representation of total 
composition of the samples and narrows the potential site of production. The information 
that the results yielded were analyzed based on several minerals inherent to clay and the 
brick manufacturing process. The minerals that were most important in determining type 
Sample Name Sr/ Zr Rb/Sr Rb/ Zr Groups 
Colonial Dorchester Foundation Wall Lot 52 6% 155% 10% LHL 
Colonial Dorchester Powder Magazine 18% 61% 11% LHL 
Curtain wall East Bay 10% 65% 6% LHL 
Finished Cap Parapet Redan 17% 72% 12% LHL 
Drayton Hall 985C 13% 48% 6% LML 
Drayton Hall 981A Sample 1 14% 36% 5% LML  
Drayton Hall 1052 B  14% 57% 8% LML 
Powder Magazine N110 E102 12% 50% 6% LML 
Powder Magazine N115 E 102 9% 46% 4% LML 
Powder Magazine N145 E 110 13% 70% 9% LML 
Sea Wall Infill White Point Garden 8% 73% 6% LML 
Sea Wall Lower Course White Point Garden 8% 62% 5% LML 
Colonial Dorchester Riverside Foundation Wall 9% 53% 5% LML 
Colonial Dorchester Free School 17% 55% 9% LML 
43 East Bay     
Drayton Hall Portico 001 35% 26% 9% MLL 
Granvillle Bastion 42% 10% 4% MLL 
South Redan Top Course 42% 12% 5% MLL 
Half Moon Battery  73% 13% 10% HLL 
Parapet South Adgar’s Wharf 78% 14% 11% HLL 
     
Missroon House basement  74% 91% 67% HHH 
 
Table 1.2. XRF Analysis of Trace Elements
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of production and provenance were quartz, tridymite, cristobalite, and mullite.7 These 
minerals are common in well-fired bricks with clay sources high in quartz and were seen 
in most of the samples. 
The major minerals analyzed are polymorphs of silica. Polymorphs are minerals 
that share the same chemical formula as another mineral, in this case silica, but have a 
unique crystalline structure.8 Silica can appear in three different crystalline structures. 
These are: quartz, which is the most common and is a main constituent in beach 
sand, tridymite, and cristobalite.9 Silica is the second most important substance in the 
manufacture of bricks besides the clay itself. Silica helps the brick burn sufficiently 
and limits the distortion of the bricks size due to shrinkage when exposed to high 
temperatures. Though Tridymite and Cristobalite do appear in nature in volcanic rock 
formations this occurrence is relatively rare. These minerals are more commonly formed 
when silica is heated to high temperatures normally around 1200 degrees Celsius.10 
Tridymite often forms when the heat in a kiln rises slowly and is maintained for an 
extended period of time at a relatively constant temperature. Cristobalite, on the other 
hand, occurs most often when a high temperature is reached quickly within the kiln.11 In 
addition to cristobalite and tridymite, there is another mineral which indicates high firing 
temperatures, mullite. Mullite is a post-clay genesis, which means it is formed after being 
fired.12 
A less common mineral, albite, was also studied for the information it provided 
7 (Personal communication with Denis Brosnan, March 16 2015)..
8 Grimshaw, Ceramic Chemistry of Clays, 315.
9 Grimshaw, Ceramic Chemistry of Clays, 311.
10 Denis Brosnan, “DNA Brick Tracing,” Brickyard Magazine, April 2015.
11 (Personal communication with Denis Brosnan, March 16 2015).
12 Brosnan, Fort Sumter National Monument, 6.
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about the samples in which it was found. The XRD results also identified several unique 
minerals within individual samples that were not found in any of their constituents. These 
will be discussed briefly as they are anomalies possibly found within pockets of clay that 
exist on the same site as the other samples. It is also possible that the anomalies occurred 
as a result of different temper material used or if different clay was mixed with the base 
clay to provide qualities desired by the brick maker or customer. The presence of the 
minerals Albite and Calcite, though far less common, provides interesting information 
regarding the clay source. Calcite is not naturally found in ceramic products and when 
present has likely come from an external source of lime
Colorimetry: CIE L*a*b 
The colorimeter tests assess the true value of a brick’s color and reduce human 
perception. The colorimeter tests were performed on each sample by the National Brick 
Research Center. NBRC staff tested three locations on the sawn face of the brick using a 
Minolta brand Colorimeter. The Minolta colorimeter readings produced measurements for 
three values, L, a, and b, based on the CIE L*a*b color system. The averages of the readings 
for each value were then calculated to produce representative color readings. Researchers 
at the NBRC organized the test results into an Excel sheet and emailed it to the author for 
interpretation using the CIE L*a*b color system. The L*a*b system is based on the theory 
that an object cannot both red and green nor blue and yellow at the same time since they 
are on opposite sides of the color spectrum. The L*a*b system uses rectangular coordinates 
on a perpendicular axis to find the color.13 The coordinates used to find the object’s color 
in the color space are the values L*a*b. The value L measures the lightness of the object, 
13 The Color Guide and Glossary, 19-20.
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the value a represents the red/green value, and b represents the blue/yellow value. Using 
the literature on colorimeter, the CIE l*a*b color wheel, the three-dimensional color space 
model, and personal communication with Dr. Brosnan, the author used the values to find 
the coordinates in the standardized color space. The location of the coordinates on each axis 
determines a brick sample’s visible color. The distance between two readings in the space 
determines their closeness in color to one another.  
         













Colonial Dorchester Free School % 14.4 39.2 18.3 71.9 23.4   
Colonial Dorchester Lot 52 
Foundation Wall  
% 21.4 45.7 8.4 75.5 18.3   
Colonial Dorchester Powder 
Magazine  
ppm 20.2 40.9 11.9 73 20.7   
Colonial Dorchester Lot 7 
Riverside Wall Foundation 
ppm 16.3 52.7 14.3 83.3 13.7   
43 East Bay Street ppm  82.2  82.2  3.2 Cholorotoi
d-2A= 4.3 
Curtain Wall East Bay ppm 6 89.4  95.4    
Drayton Hall 985C ppm 0.9 85.8  86.7    
Drayton Hall Portico 001 ppm 8 78.9  86.9 8.5   
Granville Bastion  ppm 5 66.5  71.5   CaCO3= 
16.6 
Half Moon Sample 3 ppm  90.4  90.4  2.2  
Finished Cap Parapet Redan  ppm 9.7 77  86.7 10.3   
DH 981A Sample 1 ppm        
DH 1052 B ppm  83.9 0 80.3 4.2 5.8  
Powder Magazine N110E102 ppm 16.2 43.8 25.4 85.4 12.1   
Powder Magazine N120E115  ppm  15.7 56.2 71.9 17.8 3.2  
Powder Magazine N145E110 ppm 1.9 82.9  84.8 4.4   
South Redan Top Course Interior ppm 5.5 78.8  84.3 12.2   
Sea Wall Brick King St-South 
Battery 
ppm 11.9 26.8 46.5 85.2 8.6   
Sea Wall Infill Sample 1 ppm  83  83  11.6 Sillimanite
= 2.0 
Missroon House Basement ppm    42.6  12.7 Anorthite
=29.1 
Parapet South Adgar's Wharf ppm  87.5  87.5   Perovskite
= 0.6 
 
Table 1.3. XRD Analysis of Silica Minerals
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Table 1.4 CIE L*a*b Color Readings 
Sample Description  L a b Color Description 
43 East Bay Wall  58.6 22.7 31.0 Orange Red 
Sea Wall Infill Lower Course King S Battery 53.2 25.9 29.7 Orange Red 
South Redan Top Course  45.5 14.5 18.0 Red-Brown 
PM N145 E110 Fca 21 Fs 38 Brick Rubble 42.3 27.5 26.0 Pink Red  
 Parapet South Adgar's Wharf  60.1 26.0 32.5 Reddish orange 
Half Moon Battery 3  65.0 16.5 21.2 Red-Brown 
Curtain Wall East Bay  55.4 28.1 32.6 Red 
Granville Bastion Sea Wall 61.5 17.2 32.6 Orange 
Powder Magazine N110 E102 Feature 53  48.0 17.0 19.9 Red-Brown 
Powder Magazine N120 E115 Feature 71 FS243 51.3 8.6 10.1 Pink/ brownish gray 
Finished Cap on Parapet-Redan  46.4 16.2 18.6 Darker red- slight  
gray 
 Seawall Brick King and Battery Lower Course 51.1 8.8 13.3 Brownish gray 
Pre Drayton DH985C 60.6 17.0 29.5 Orange red 
38 DR03 Lot 52 Foundation Wall  51.4 18.8 30.5 Orange red 
38 DR03 Powder Magazine W Wall  48.9 9.1 9.5 Gray -slight pink 
38 DR03 Free School  48.4 10.6 12.1 Brownish pink gray 
Missroon Basement Lower Brick Course  47.3 7.8 8.7 Gray -slight pink 
DH 981A Test in Pre-Drayton Cellar 42.2 8.3 9.6 Gray -slight pink 
DH Portico Bricks R001 46.1 23.0 17.9 Pink Red  
Pre-Drayton 1052B 41.8 25.6 24.8 Red 




 The water absorption tests were used to determine the relative porosity of the 
brick samples. The greater the amount of pores in a brick, the less durable it is and more 
susceptible to perpetual moisture saturation. As stated in the methodology, both 24-hour 
cold water and 5-hour boiling water absorption was performed on the samples. Cold-
water absorption rates focus on the capillary action of pores that are smaller than 1 to 2 
microns in size. The 5-hour boiling absorption rates show the total porosity of the brick by 
opening up all of the pores.14  For complete water absorption analysis, the 5-hour boiling 
percentages will be used since they represent total porosity. 
ANALYSIS
After thorough analysis of the data from each test, the analytical tools used 
identified two major source composition patterns. After consultation with the brick 
characterization database, the two sources were identified as the Ashley River and the 
Wando River basins. The analysis also revealed a correlation between the sourcing of the 
samples and their dates. Though overlap is experienced between dates and a few sources 
a general chronological pattern was identified. The bricks with a Ashley River source 
correspond with the first half of the eighteenth century while the Wando River bricks 
correspond with the second half. A difference in quality of the Ashley River and Wando 
River bricks was noted, with the brick samples sourced from the Wando being generally 
more durable. The analysis of the results and the formation of these conclusions will be 





Though there was a range in the sample set, XRF analysis identified the same elements 
in all of the bricks with similar peaks. The spectral data essentially follows the same 
pattern in all of the samples. The general similarities suggest that all of the bricks tested 
came from the South Carolina Coastal Plain region. Individual variations were identified 
once all the weight percentages of each element were calculated. The samples were placed 
into two categories based upon compositional similarities. The samples in the first group 
show higher percentages of alumina than those in the second. Samples DH 985C, 43 East 
Bay, Powder Magazine N145 E110 and Sea Wall Infill Lower course composed Group B 
and exhibited lower percentages of alumina than the first group. The amount of iron in 
each group seems to fluctuate and no pattern is clear. The weight percentage of silica is 
high for all of the samples in this study and does not contribute to the analysis of source 
differentiation. The calcium in each sample is also very similar except for elevated levels 
exhibited in two. These are the Missroon House basement and the Granville Bastion. 
These samples were collected from the same location, underneath the Missroon House 
basement at 40 East Bay. However, the volcanic element analysis suggests different 
composition. Overall, the samples all appear to come from the same geologic region.
Trace amounts of lead and arsenic were observed in all of the samples but two, 43 
East Bay and DH 985C, displayed slightly increased amounts.  The first step in establishing 
a potential correlation was to identify the location from which they were collected. 
Historic Charleston Foundation staff and students from the Clemson University/ College 
of Charleston Graduate Program in Historic Preservation collected the 43 East Bay 
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sample during an excavation in 2011. Sample DH 985C was collected from a dense pile of 
rubble excavated during a dig at Drayton Hall. The distance between these two sites did 
not suggest an initial correlation. The second step in analysis of source provenance was 
to research the geological occurrences of lead and arsenic and its possible relation to the 
Charleston area. According to reports by the U.S. Geological Survey, phosphate in a soil 
contaminated with lead arsenate can release arsenic into the ground water and increase 
amounts of lead in the subsoil.15 The US Geological report also assessed that phosphate 
could even interact with uncontaminated soils and still have an impact by increasing the 
levels of arsenic in ground water due to the release of adsorbed arsenic from the soil the 
phosphate is in contact with.16 
The USGS report helps make connections between the increased levels of arsenic 
and lead seen in the 43 East Bay and DH 985C samples and the history of land use in 
Charleston. In the nineteenth century, the Charleston economy was depressed but soon 
found a profitable new commodity in phosphate.17 The Drayton family joined this regional 
phenomenon and extensively mined the phosphate rich soil on the land surrounding 
Drayton Hall. Sample DH 985C was found in a ditch dated to approximately 1680 
directly in from of the house at Drayton Hall. It is known that at Drayton, phosphate was 
mined right up to the front steps.18 It is possible that the higher levels of arsenic and lead 
exhibited in this sample came from ground water that permeated the porous brick as it lie 
buried beneath the ground for over three centuries or that the original soil used already 
15  “Arsenic in Ground Water,” USGS 
16 “Arsenic in Ground Water,” USGS
17 Michael Trinkley. “South Carolina Land Phosphates in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries: 
Toward an Archaeological Context”. Chicora http://www.chicora.org/pdfs/RC442-5%20Phospate%20Con-
text.pdf, 24.
18 Drayton Hall.” Before Drayton” Drayton hall.org
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contained these higher levels of arsenic and lead. The levels in the 43 East Bay brick, 
collected from the sea wall fortifications, however cannot be analyzed as easily and are in 
need of additional interpretation. 
The XRF data resulting from analysis of the volcanic elements Sr, Zr, Nb, Rb, and Y 
also identified two major groups. However, it presented an outlier that the major element 
analysis did not. The Missroon basement sample appeared to have elevated percentages 
for each ratio compared to the remainder of the samples. The MLL and HLL group 
consisted of the samples Drayton Hall Portico 001, Granville Bastion, South Redan, Half 
Moon S3, and Parapet S. Adgar’s Wharf. The remainder of the samples were contained 
within the group LML and LHL. The HHH group consisted of the sample collected from 
the Missroon basement. The two groups suggest commonality between the bricks within 
them and the provenance from which the clay was sourced. The Missroon basement 
suggests it may be from elsewhere around the greater Charleston area. 
Though the samples in this analysis do not completely align with those in the 
groups determined by the major elements, the relative consistency does suggest sourcing 
from a similar geologic region.
Two categories based on compositional data were created after XRF analysis of 
both major and volcanic elements. However, the quantitative differences seen in the 
elements were relatively small and required application of the XRD results to determine 
larger discrepancies in composition and source.
XRD
The XRD confirmed that the bricks belonged to two distinct categories. The 
presence or absence of cristobalite, tridymite, and mullite suggest variations in source 
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and manufacture. Therefore, these minerals were used to distinguish categories of bricks. 
Groups A and B created during XRF analysis remained the same during XRD analysis. 
Based upon total weight percentage of SiO2 (silica), achieved by adding the 
quartz, tridymite, and cristobalite percentages together, the percentage of silica content 
ranges in the sample set from 71.5% to a high of 95.4%. This range of SiO2 in the bricks is 
extraordinarily high and suggests that the samples are all sourced within the coastal plain 
of South Carolina. 
The frequency with which the SiO2 minerals were found in the twenty-two 
samples suggested not only commonality in firing temperatures but source as well. Dr. 
Denis Brosnan, previous Director of the National Brick Research Center, has concluded 
from his research in the Charleston area that higher firing temperatures and the presence 
of cristobalite suggest that the bricks are sourced from the Wando River around Mt. 
Pleasant. The reasoning for this belief is that the higher amounts of silica or sand found 
within coastal clays of this region contribute to the higher heat in the kilns by reacting 
with the oxygen to increase temperatures.19 This theory is supported by the large 
percentages of silica seen in all of the samples. The presence of high-fired tridymite also 
suggests that the kilns in which these samples were fired were of a high quality or that 
an experienced and vigilant brick maker was maintaining the proper conditions during 
firing.
 The samples in the second group, the parapet at S. Adger’s Wharf, 43 East Bay 
wall, the Se Wall Infill White Point Garden, and the brick rubble from the Powder 
Magazine N145 E110 do not contain any weight percentage of cristobalite or tridymite 
yet interestingly, the amount of quartz in these samples, 82 to 87% percent, is very similar 
19 Denis Brosnan. “DNA Brick Tracing,” Brickyard Magazine, April 2015.
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to the other samples. The lack of cristobalite or tridymite but high overall percentage of 
SiO2 suggests that a less experienced brick maker may have fired these bricks or that they 
were fired in an inferior kiln. The CIE l*a*b color readings also support this hypothesis 
concerning the samples in Group B and will be discussed later in this chapter. 
 Mullite is present in at least half of the samples and where it does occur it seems 
to exhibit a correlation with cristobalite. As a general rule, the weight percent of mullite 
appears to increase as the weight percent of cristobalite increases. The corresponding 
amounts may be representative of the elements contained in the raw clay or due to the 
conditions created in the kilns by the high silica percentages. However, it is important to 
note that although many of the samples follow this rule, the correlation was not observed 
in all samples. 
 Calcite was also found within a few samples where it does not naturally occur. 
Calcite is not naturally found in ceramic products and when present has likely come 
from mortar applied to the brick that was not set properly and the brick absorbed the 
liquid lime.20 This is especially true in Charleston where the lime for the mortar was 
manufactured from the abundant resources of oyster shells on and surrounding the 
peninsula. Two bricks had high percentages of calcite in their composition, the Missroon 
basement and Granville Bastion samples. The mortar remaining on the Granville Bastion 
brick is a very lime based mortar with large chunks of oysters still visible. 
According to Dr. Brosnan, the presence of albite in some of the bricks, a feldspar 
mineral, suggests that the clay is sourced further into the mainland from the coast. The 
four samples containing amounts of albite are the Lot 52 Foundation from Colonial 
20 Denis A. Brosnan. “Forensic Evaluation of Bricks and Mortar: 17th Century Charleston Fortified Wall,” 
Clemson: Clemson University, 2012, 213.
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Dorchester, the Pre-Drayton Hall DH985C, Powder Magazine N120 E115 Feature 71, 
and 43 East Bay Wall. However, the trace amount of 0.3% in the Colonial Dorchester 
Lot 52 brick is not considered significant enough to suggest a different source and is not 
discussed here. The Drayton Hall sample DH985C possesses cristobalite while the Powder 
Magazine N120 E 115 sample contains a significant amount of tridymite. Both of these 
minerals, as has been established, indicate a coastal source. The presence of these high fire 
silica minerals contradicts the idea that albite indicates an interior source in these samples 
and suggests proximity to the coast. It is possible perhaps that the source of clay may be 
coming from somewhere in between these two geographical areas such as upstream along 
the Ashley River. However, both color and other physical characteristics, which will be 
discussed, indicate Powder Magazine N120E115’s provenance may be the Wando River 
region. 
Colorimetry
The averages for all of the color readings taken for the samples lie within the 
positive axes for each value. The positive L* value places the samples within the light 
color space, the positive a* value places the samples within the (red) color space, and the 
positive b* value within the yellow color space. After matching all of the value averages 
to their specific area on the color wheel, the colors identified ranged from bright red to 
orange and from red-brown to gray. Identification of each sample on the color wheel 
revealed three groups or clusters of colors. 
Since historic brick color can vary widely in the same batch and even within 
one sample depending on its position in the kiln and its preparation method, it was 
important to consider the range of variable colors before concluding the three groups 
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were from different sources. Therefore, when analyzing the color groups, all of the red 
and orange colors were paired while the slightly purple, brown-red samples were grouped 
together with the gray colors. This decision was made based on historical accounts and 
modern testing by Kristina Lanphear and Dr. Denis Brosnan. Based on the available 
research, gray and red-brown is characteristic of fired Wando River clay. Mt. Pleasant, 
South Carolina is the area famous for producing the “Charleston Grey” brick during the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.21 The samples defined as gray included: DH 981A 
from the test in the Pre-Drayton cellar, the White Point Gardens sea wall brick, 38 DR 03 
Powder Magazine, 38 DR 03 Free School, Missroon basement, and the Charleston Powder 
Magazine N110 E115. Red and orange colored bricks are more characteristic of the Ashley 
River area of Charleston. Ashley River clay is mottled red-orange-brown in color and is 
known for containing higher amounts of hematite that gives the fired brick its deep red 
color. Hollings states that if 5-6% ferric oxide or hemtatite is present then a brick will burn 
hard and red.22 The fair percentages of hematite observed in the red-brown bricks might 
derive from the black spots that are characteristic of Wando River Charleston Grey bricks. 
The black spots are produced from an interaction with chert nodules in the clay source 
during firing. Wando River bricks also have red qualities but they are not nearly as vivid 
in color as their Ashley River counterparts probably due to the presence of manganese.23 
Manganese in clay can produce a brown color and since manganese is often found in 
combination with iron in nature, the characteristic qualities of the Charleston Grey brick 
can be revealed through the chemical and mineral composition. The orange-red/orange 
21 Denis A. Brosnan “Forensic Evaluation of Masonry Materials: Castle Pinckney, Charleston Harbor, SC,” 
Clemson: Clemson University, 2013, 1. 
22 Hollings, Brickwork in Charleston, 6.
23  Hollings, Brickwork in Charleston, 6.
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bricks identified suggest they were positioned away from the fire in the kiln or were 
removed too soon and are under fired. It is assumed that if they were fully matured or 
vitrified they would also be red in appearance.24
Water Absorption
The water absorption tests were used to determine the relative porosity of the 
brick samples. A greater amount of pores in a brick makes it less durable and more 
susceptible to perpetual moisture saturation. As stated in the methodology, both 24-hour 
cold water and 5 hour boiling water absorption was performed on the samples. Cold-
water absorption rates focus on the capillary action of pores. Pores ranging in size from 
1 to 2 microns conduct the capillary action of water absorption in bricks. The boiling 
absorption rates show the total porosity of the brick by opening up all of the pores. For 
complete water absorption analysis, the 5-hour boiling percentages will be used since they 
represent total porosity. Total porosity percentages of the boiled brick samples range from 
6% to 19.35%. Modern day standards for brick porosity allow for a maximum of 20%. The 
porosity of these seventeenth and eighteenth century bricks remains under 20% showing 
that the samples are for the most part highly fired and durable. However, the range does 
expose variations in quality. The two lowest porosity percentages, 6 and 7%, are observed 
in bricks from approximately the same site. The Missroon House Basement sample from 
40 East Bay with its 6% porosity and high level of cristobalite suggests high levels of firing. 
Granville Bastion, a portion of the sea wall fortifications currently intact underneath the 
Missroon House at 40 East Bay, also exhibits a low total porosity. The Missroon House 
24 Brosnan, “17th Century Fortified Wall,” 213.
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Basement sample was collected in an effort to discover if the 1808 house was built on the 
foundations of the Granville Bastion. The considerably low porosity of 7% seen in the 
Granville Bastion sample is of interest since this sample is considered to be one of the 
oldest dating from approximately 1693 to 1704.
The analysis of the physical tests further supported the patterns realized through 
combined chemical and mineral composition analysis. 
Patterns: Charleston Walled Fortifications
 The main focus of this study was to answer the overarching question of whether 
forensic analysis of brick could reveal evolutionary patterns in the walled fortifications. 
In order to understand the results, the questions raised by this study need to be asnwered. 
Where were the bricks used in construction being made and did that change over time? 
Are there discernable differences in composition of bricks found lower or higher in 
the wall and was this massive structure integrated into the evolving landscape after 
demolition?   Once the compositional patterns were distinguished, the scientific results 
could be combined with historical records to determine if different sources were directly 
linked to patterns of chronology and quality of bricks used in the sea wall fortifications. 
Sources and Dates of Walled Fortification Bricks in the Eighteenth Century
As was supported by all of the analytical tests, two sourcing patterns were 
established in the brick samples. The XRF, XRD, and CIE lab color test results established 
that two sourcing patterns existed in the brick samples. Once compared to the brick 
characterization of Charleston made products, the two provenances could be defined as 
Wando River bricks and Ashley River bricks. The Wando River bricks exhibited higher 
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firing temperatures due to the presence of the silica minerals cristobalite and tridymite, 
were red-brown to grey in color, and all exhibited some amount of black spots. The 
Ashley River bricks did not possess the silica minerals, were orange to red in color, and 
had no black spots present. The Missroon House basement sample due to its color and 
compositional differences might be from somewhere along the Cooper River or even 
further away. 
The next step in the analysis process was to compare known or approximate dates 
of construction to the geospatial patterns discovered. Comparing the compositional and 
physical results, the known dates of the samples, and historical records resulted in the 
identification of two general phases of construction in the walled fortifications: pre- 1740s 
and post- 1740s. The samples, from two locales of manufacture, correspond as groups to 
these dates. Samples in the pre-1740s group range in date from c. 1680 to approximately 
1768. The physical and chemical composition of the Ashley River bricks also suggest 
manufacture during the first half of the eighteenth century while the Wando River bricks 
suggest the latter half. 
 Historical records support widespread occupation of the Ashley River basin by the 
early eighteenth century. English colonists first set foot in Carolina in the Ashley River 
basin since the first site of Charleston was founded at Albemarle Point on the west banks 
of the Ashley. As the settlers began exploring, they also began receiving land grants from 
which they were to produce cash crops for the Lord Proprietors in England. The Ashley 
River basin is home to some of the oldest plantations and buildings in the Lowcountry. 
These same settlers had to build houses for themselves and though many early homes 
were of constructed of timber, brick has been found from a structure excavated at the 
Lord Ashley site believed to date to c. 1675-1685 and the pre-Drayton site circa 1680. 
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This architectural development was occurring well before the numerous brickyards began 
their successful industry along the Wando and Cooper Rivers. The physical clue used to 
suggest the time period shift in brick manufacture are the similar dates of the samples in 
the post- 1740s group which almost all correpsond with period of manufacture from 1742  
and after.  The 1760s sea wall infill sample was the most recently collected brick in the 
pre-1740s group and was obtained in January of 2015 during the Walled City Task Force 
led dig at White Point Garden. The intact brick wall excavated during this dig suggested 
a later date of construction but the bright orange infill sample was recovered from the 
trench at the base of the wall. Its color and composition are in line with the other bricks 
in the pre-1740s group. In 1738, “The South Carolina legislature passed an act to build 
three new bastions linked by a curtain line on the southwest side of the peninsula, along 
what is now South Battery Street between King Street and Council Streets.”25 However, 
this plan was never realized and construction did not occur until 1742 with the work of 
Ohtniel Beale. These works are thought to have been destroyed in 1752 during the Great 
Hurricane. Another wall along this section was not erected until 1768. The brick is likely 
from the 1768 construction phase, however, it may also be a remnant of the earlier 1742 
works. 
 Although the post 1740s group contains two bricks from Colonial Dorchester 
State Park, Lot 52 and Lot 7, that may be of earlier origin these dates are unknown at the 
present time but are visible on the town map of Dorchester drawn in 1742.26 It is also 
possible that newer buildings were built on the lots sometime after 1742 as well. Due to 
the overlap in dates, rebuilding periods could not be specificially identified but broad 
25 Walled City Task Force. “Timeline of Fortifications,” http://walledcitytaskforce.org/educational-resourc-
es/time-line/ (accessed 2014-2015).
26 Zierden, Powder Magazine, 92.
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chronological patterns provide a place to start analyzing the effect of Charleston’s shifting 
social and economic status through its impact on the fortification walls. 
In addition to general time periods, the groups of bricks also suggest a shift in 
quality of the bricks from the earlier phase to the later phase. The Ashley River bricks 
have lower percentages of alumina, which provides strength qualities to the brick, and 
lack the minerals cristobalite and tridymite, which also give strength to brick and indicate 
maturity. The lighter orange hue of the Ashley River bricks and the visible swirl of colors 
in the Ashley River brick also indicate under firing and under mixing. These physical 
characteristics suggest the bricks were made in haste or were made by a less skilled brick 
maker. When the fortifications were first being erected in the early seventeenth century, 
it is likely that the colonists would have fired bricks as quickly as possible. The evolution 
of the sea wall was one of neglect until under threat. This can be seen in the many periods 
where the fortifications were described as “in ruinous condition” and were hastily rebuilt 
during the start of a new European war.  
From records of transactions during this time, the Commissioners of Fortifications 
was contracting out certain citizens to perform construction tasks or create building 
materials. The fact that the Commissioners were contracting out the rebuilding on the 
sea wall also shows the increase in specialization of brickmaking in Charleston and 
the quality of the brick being used in construction. At the time engineer William De 
Brahm was seeking to hire a bricklayer to employ for the new repairs on the brick sea 
wall at White Point Gardens, the Commissioners sent out requests for proposals. Brick 
makers Thomas Young and Thomas Gordon submitted their proposals and were hired. 
The proposal of these two tradesmen asked the Commissioners for permission to use 
sand from “near the peninsula” one can assume for use in the brick making process. The 
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request for sand from the moat or from nearby suggests that the bricks were being made 
close to the peninsula, since it is not logical to transport an abundant material like sand in 
the Charleston area. It is possible that the brick makers desired the fine beach sand of the 
coasts around the peninsula since finer sand causes less cracking or warping than coarser 
sand.27 This kind of knowledge, however, would suggest high specialization. The high 
amount of cristobalite, tridymite, and mullite, which defines most of the Wando bricks, 
also supports the idea that these bricks were coming from the Wando or Cooper River 
regions where the brick making industry was specialized due to the inability to plant rice 
in the highly saturated, saline water of the Wando. These minerals only develop at high 
temperatures and the regular presence of tridymite suggests a long burning period with 
heats maintained at a relatively high but constant temperature. This precision suggests a 
knowledgeable brick maker who has the time to ensure his bricks are fired properly for 
sale as high quality commercial products.
The Colonial Dorchester bricks, though from a range of dates, all appear to be 
from the same source and are contained within this group. The firing process seems to be 
similar in all of the bricks and higher temperatures were reached in the presence of high 
amounts of silica in the coastal clay used. The presence of possible Wando River bricks in 
Colonial Dorchester show established systems of transportation existed to manufacture 
bricks away from the site and deliver them. Colonial Dorchester became a center of trade 
in the early to mid-eighteenth century and it is likely that bricks were brought along 
with supplies from Charleston. As is mentioned in the Journal of the Commissioners 
of Fortifications, bushels of oyster shells were being transported from Charleston to 
27 Force, Chemistry of Clays, 215. 
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Dorchester during the construction of the tabby fort and powder magazine. A record 
from the Journals of Commissioners on July 14th 1757, confirms this practice when money 
is paid to Daniel Crawford for “freight of mm bricks” or 14,000 for the magazine in 
Dorchester. 
 Transportation is not the only connection between construction taking place 
at Colonial Dorchester and the repairs on the sea wall fortifications in the 1750s and 
1760s. On February 24th 1757, Governor William Henry Lyttleton authorized the 
Commissioners request to construct a Powder Magazine at Dorchester.28 The very next 
day the Commissioners hired Thomas Gordon whom was already employed “for brick 
workmanship on the flood gate.”29 Though historical information was sought for this brick 
maker in multiple resources, the location of his operation or brickyard remains unknown. 
Though the record does not confirm Thomas Gordon was making brick along the Wando 
River, the document does shows evidence of a connection between the brickwork in the 
fortifications at Charleston and Dorchester. Now with the physical evidence analyzed, this 
historical link can be supported. 
By April 1, 1765, however, Thomas Gordon who had been regularly employed by 
the Commissioners for several years began requesting more money for work stating that 
the cost of brick and materials has risen. This demand in product is a clear sign of the 
higher quality products used in construction of the mid-eighteenth sea wall repairs and 
correlates with the commercial success of the brick makers along the Wando River. The 
Commissioners did not continue to pay for this more costly product and turned their 
28 Journals of the Commissioners of Fortifications, 1755-1770, Feb 24 1757. 
29 Journals of the Commissioner of Fortifications, 1755-1770, June 7 1759. 
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sights to a cheaper products such as Bermuda stone and tabby.30 
Sources of Sea Wall Bricks: From High to Low
To answer the question if similarities in composition can be determined between 
similar positions in the wall the major natural disasters of the mid-eighteenth century 
must be examined once again. After the fire of 1740 and the hurricane of 1752, a 
systematic rebuilding of Charleston’s sea wall fortifications began. When the hurricane 
of 1752 ripped through Charleston, the brick sea wall fortifications along East Bay were 
almost entirely destroyed. Therefore, it is likely that all three of the walled fortification 
samples in the Wando River bricks were used to rebuild the devastated sea wall and are of 
a later date than other locations in the sea wall. The position of the South Adger’s Redan 
bricks in the very top of the wall construction support the correlation between Wando 
River bricks and mid-eighteenth century sites or building campaigns. When the hurricane 
destroyed the fortifications, the remaining foundations were most likely bolstered or 
stabilized and new brickwork constructed on top. However, one sample, the parapet 
at South Adger’s Wharf, is of Ashley River composition and thus earlier. A definitive 
conclusions cannot be made regarding building campagins from height in the wall. More 
samples from equally high and low are needed for better clarification.    
  The sample collected from the Missroon basement was selected for analysis 
since it was hypothesized that the house at 40 East Bay might have been constructed using 
the bricks of the Granville Bastion after it was demolished to street level. However, the 
Missroon basement sample showed characteristics throughout all the tests performed 
30 Journals of the Commissioner of Fortifications, 1755-1770, 1767.  
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of a unique composition. The presence of the mineral anorthite elsewhere around the 
Charleston area. The Cooper River might be the source as it has been noted in a previous 
study that anorthite can be found along its shores.31
 Overall, the analysis of the chemical and physical characterization of brick in the 
sea wall proved to be successful in identifying geospatial patterns that indicate where brick 
used in the walled fortifications was being sourced over time. Comparison to the historical 
records of building and repair in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries was able to 
correlate documentary evidence with physical and compositional data.. The analytical 
tests could not, however, narrow in on specific building campaigns for the fortifications. It 
was, however, able to suggest that the Missroon House was not built directly on top of sea 
wall fortifications. Instead, even with the availability of quantities of unused brick it seems 
that new brick was being brought in for construction. 
31 Lanphear, Kristina. 2011. Profile of an Origin: A Study of Characterization of Ashley   
River. Master’s Thesis, Clemson Universty/ College of Charleston, 84.
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Wando River Source Sample Dates Ashley River Source Sample Dates2 Outlier Sample Date 
Colonial Dorchester Free School 1758-1760 43 East Bay c. 1706 Missroon  c. 1808 
Colonial Dorchester Powder Magazine 1757 DH 981A c. 1680   
Colonial Dorchester Lot 52 Foundation 
Wall 
c. 1740 DH 985C c. 1680   
Colonial Dorchester Lot 7 Riverside Wall c. 1740 DH 1052B c. 1680   
DH Portico 001 c. 1742 Curtain Wall East Bay 1696-1785   
Powder Magazine N110E102 1713 Half Moon Battery Sample 3 1696-1785   
Powder Magazine N120E115 1713-1750 Granville Bastion 1696-1785   
Powder Magazine N145E110 1713-1795 Parapet S Adger's Wharf 1696-1785, likely post 
1740 
  
Finished Cap Parapet Redan 1696-1785, likely post 
1740 
Sea Wall Infill Sample 1 c. 1768   
Sea Wall Lower Course White Point 
Garden 
1768-early 19th century     
South Redan Top Course Interior 1696-1785, likely post 
1740 
    
 




The goal of this thesis was to determine if analytical testing could identify repair 
and rebuilding campaigns in the seventeenth and eighteenth century Charleston walled 
fortifications. XRF and XRD testing were selected for their ability to provide accurate 
analysis of the chemical and mineral composition of the brick samples. The relatively 
unknown dates and sources of bricks taken from the walled fortifications were compared 
to the composition of the bricks from colonial sites of the same time period and locale. 
The existing documents and known dates for these sites were used to establish a pattern 
for similar chemical and physical characteristics seen in the sample set. The analytical 
testing revealed compositional patterns in the bricks that suggest samples in the walled 
fortifications were sourced from different places over time. The compositional data 
combined with the physical tests, colorimetry and water absorption, and consultation with 
the brick characterization database created as a part of this study yielded not only two 
distinct geographical areas but also broad chronological patterns in the bricks.
The information gathered could then be used to answer the questions posed by this 
study in order to assess the analytical tools’ ability to identify periods of rebuilding and 
repair in the walled fortifications. The questions were: 
•	 Where were the sea wall bricks being made? 
• Were bricks from different sources identified in the same location? 
• Is there a measurable difference in bricks collected from higher than lower in the 
wall? 
• Was the structure reused in new construction after demolition?
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The compositional patterns observed suggest that the bricks used in the walled 
fortifications were being sourced from two geographical areas, the Ashley River and 
the Wando River. The approximate dates of the bricks contained within each category 
suggested a chronological pattern of Ashley River sourcing in the first half of the 
eighteenth century or pre-1740s and a Wando River sourcing during the second half of 
the eighteenth century or post-1740s. Ashley River characteristics also encompassed the 
late seventeenth century brick samples.  
The bricks samples collected from different areas in the walled fortifications varied 
with no clear pattern and definitive conclusions could not be made about the rebuilding 
campaigns in a specific section of the walled fortifications. 
It was observed that some brick samples collected from higher in the wall 
did exhibit composition similar to bricks collected from sites with later documented 
dates. However, other brick samples shared compositional patterns similar to earlier 
documented dates of construction. Therefore, a definitive conclusion cannot be made 
regarding differences in dates between bricks higher and lower in the sea wall or in 
different areas. Due to the constant damage and deterioration of the wall and rebuilding 
campaigns, it was not likely that successive building campaigns would remain intact. It is 
more likely that bricks from damaged portions of the wall were reused, accounting for this 
discrepancy. 
The physical data from the colorimetry tests revealed that the two sources, most 
likely as a direct result of their mineral composition, have two distinct color hues as well. 
The Ashley River bricks fire orange to red when full maturity is reached. The Wando River 
bricks exhibit red-brown to grey hues. Bricks sourced from the Wando also have exhibit 
unique inclusions that result in the appearance of many “black spots”. The interaction of 
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iron oxide with chert nodules in the clay along the Wando River creates these distinctive 
spots in the bricks. 
Additional information regarding patterns seen in the brick that was not 
accounted for originally was the difference in quality observed between the Ashley and 
Wando River bricks. The Wando River bricks appear to possess mineral qualities that 
contribute to durability. The minerals observed were achieved during the firing process 
suggesting a difference in method used.
In the end, this study succeeded in answering several of the questions that were 
raised. Patterns did emerge during the course of brick analysis to reveal that two local 
sources and sub regions were supplying brick to the sea wall fortifications, namely the 
Ashley and Wando river basins. The compositional patterns were useful in discerning 
relative eras of change in the walled fortifications during the eighteenth century. However, 
linking individual or groups of bricks to a specific building phase proved to be out of the 
scope of the approach used in this study.  
  However, if the analytical process is further refined, analytical tools pose the 
potential to provide a better interpretation of the evolution of a historic structure. 
Alterations to this process were considered after analysis and recommendations were 
formed in order to build upon and improve the method for future studies. The main 
points the recommendations aim to address are: further defining provenance amongst 
bricks made in the same region, placing focus on a smaller area, and conducting more 
geologic studies directly related to brick sourcing in the Charleston area. 
Recommendations
The following recommendations were compiled as a result of the methodology, 
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data, and conclusions found in this study. These recommendations are reflective of the 
improvements realized through experience and can act as a guide for future researchers. 
•	 First, it is recommended that a specialized filter be applied to the pXRF 
instrument to increase focus on specific elements. It was found during the 
analysis portion that only several elements out of the total 23 elements 
identified in the spectrum data were useful in establishing provenance. 
Choosing a filter that searches for certain elements may increase accuracy of 
the semi-quantitative data and provide more reliable results.
•	 All extraneous matter that has accumulated on the surface of the brick from 
exposure outdoors or in the ground should be burned off before testing. This 
method is used at the National Brick Research Center. 
•	 It was also determined that to further define and narrow provenance 
through composition, identification of organic matter and inclusions within 
an individual sample may have a significant impact. Petrographic thin 
section analysis and a scanning electron microscope (SEM) are analytical 
techniques that can identify these markers and help locate source. Although 
petrography and SEM methods were considered in the beginning of the 
study, time and cost prevented testing with these tools. These techniques are 
important because inclusions found in the sample can indicate proximity to 
a certain geographical feature or may be inherent to the raw clay material of 
a specific geological deposit. Organic matter can link the sample to a specific 
area depending on the plant species identified and knowledge about the 
environment in which it grows. Different plants grow in fresh water compared 
to saline water so species identification may indicate sourcing closer or further 
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from the Charleston peninsula. Also, organic matter and inclusions may have 
been added intentionally during the manufacturing process and indicate a 
regional or cultural brickmaking practice. Petrography and SEM analysis have 
the potential to narrow down provenance when combined with XRF and XRD 
testing. With improvements made in the methods, it can aid in interpretation 
of a site.
•	  It was realized that choosing bricks from local sites with documented dates 
was a crucial part of this study. In order to observe periods of rebuilding 
in the walled fortifications with samples of essentially unknown dates, the 
comparison of composition to samples with known dates provided the source 
and chronological patterns. Documented dates for samples or structures are 
critical for discerning reliable patterns.
•	 It is also recommended that, if possible, whole brick samples be obtained. 
During water absorption testing, whole brick samples produce the most 
accurate and reliable results of porosity because the effect of capillary action 
induced by the pores is not as great in brick fragments. Whole bricks are also 
beneficial in providing physical data regarding general time period since some 
change in dimension and size was experienced over time.
•	 In the future, more samples should be collected from different bastions, redans, 
and the curtain line of the walled fortifications for further testing identifying 
consistencies or discrepancies with patterns noted in this study.  
•	 Systematic testing of groups of bricks from the same area in the walled 
fortifications should be undertaken once more samples are collected. It was 
realized that rather than testing a small representative sample set, analysis 
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of many bricks from one location may prove more successful at revealing 
rebuilding or repair campaigns.
•	 It is also recommended also that an in depth inventory of brick 
characterization be compiled for the Charleston region. An inventory can 
be a convenient reference for future studies on historic properties and their 
evolution. This may be achieved with the help of geologic studies directly 
linked to bricks and brickmaking in the Charleston area and continued 
forensic analysis of local bricks.
The course of action for future studies based on these recommendations for 
improvements to the process begin with the consideration of the historic structure to be 
analyzed. Historic properties or structures with well-documented dates need to be tested 
either for individual analysis of that site or for comparison to a site where information is 
lacking concerning its development. The well-documented sites and their samples may 
also help identify dates of construction for structures with currently unknown dates of 
origin. The next step to consider is the collection process of the bricks. 
When deciding upon the brick samples to collect, the amount of samples, location 
area, condition, and documented dates must be considered. The larger the sample set, 
the more representative the patterns observed will be of the overall structure. Multiple 
samples from the same area within a larger structure should be collected and tested 
together. Once individual areas are understood, the information can be combined in order 
to assess the development of the historic structure. If possible, bricks in better condition, 
i.e. whole, should be collected. Whole bricks can provide more information such as size 
and porosity than brick rubble or brick fragments. Physical characteristics like size and 
porosity may add extra support to analytical findings. Once appropriate brick samples 
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have been collected, the analytical testing process must be considered. 
When the collected samples are brought into the lab they should be cleaned, first 
by burning off the organic matter that has accumulated on their surface and then with 
deionized water. This method of cleaning will be the most successful at removing any 
external matter or substance that may affect the XRF or XRD results. Next, a filter should 
be selected for the XRF instrument based on the elements desired. Petrography and SEM 
should be added to the analytical techniques used for provenance determination. Due 
to the shared geological deposits and soils of clay in the same geographical region, it is 
difficult to discern sub-regions of source.  Only small variations in composition may occur 
in samples manufactured in the same region. Petrography and SEM can assist XRF and 
XRD in this effort. The ability to narrow down provenance is important as it can aid in the 
interpretation of a site by providing more reliable patterns. Characterization and geologic 
studies of the region with a focus on brickmaking sites may further aid in interpretation. 
 Studies like Dr. Brosnan’s report on forensic analysis of bricks and Warren 
Lasch’s study of bricks from local historic sites can help build an inventory of brick 
characteristics for the Charleston region, that once established, can make it easier to 
identify development patterns in historic structures and link them to broader economic, 
social, and political patterns experienced by Charleston.  Geologic studies can also aid not 
only in building a database for characterization of bricks in the area but an understanding 
of the rise of brickmaking in Charleston from the colonial period onward. The best course 
for these studies is by starting at the source. Clay could be collected from sites where 
brickmaking was known to occur. Once this clay was collected it could undergo the same 
analytical testing process as the fired brick samples but with the addition of firing tests 
aimed at exploring the reaction of the clay to different temperatures and observing the 
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characteristics that resulted. The fired bricks could then undergo XRF, XRD, petrography, 
and SEM analysis. These samples could then be compared to samples that have already 
been collected and tested from historic sites. Comparison may result in an even better 
understanding of the effect the clay source has on the finished brick product and further 
establish definitive characteristics of bricks sourced from Charleston’s brickmaking 
sub regions along the Ashley, Cooper, and Wando Rivers. Bricks collected from well-
documented sites can then be assessed using analytical testing and comparison to the 
inventory. In this way, the history of historic properties that underwent unknown dates of 
repair or even construction can be successfully understood through analytical testing, as 
was the intended goal of this study.  
The research topic of this study was the first large-scale attempt to use analytical tools 
to observe the development of Charleston’s walled fortifications or any historic property 
in the area. The selected methods of analysis were intended to build upon the Walled 
City Task Force’s revolutionary discoveries. Analysis of the results built upon previous 
studies on brickwork in Charleston and brick tracing along its rivers but also expanded 
its potential by applying known technology in a new way. Addressing the limitations 
of this study, providing recommendations, and suggesting future approaches, sets the 
stage for continued study of historic properties and their evolution over time.  With the 
development of the analytical method, successful interpretation of sites can be achieved 
and presented to the public. It is the hope of the researcher that this method of analysis 
will continue to be perfected and used for the advancement of historic preservation 
through interpretation, visitor education, and protection of historic properties in 





Documentation of Brick Samples
Figure A-1: 43 East Bay
Figure A-2: Curtain Wall East Bay
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XRF Spectrum and Raw Elemental Analysis
Figure B-1: XRF Spectra: Sea Wall Bricks 
Overall Spectra
Figure B-2: XRF Spectra: Sea Wall Bricks
Calcium Region
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Figure B-3: XRF Spectra: Sea Wall Bricks 
Trace Element Rb Sr Y Zr Nb Region
Figure B-4: XRF Spectra: Ashley River Sites Comparison
Overall Spectra
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Figure B-5: XRF Spectra: Ashley River Sites Comparison
Calcium Region
Figure B-6: XRF Spectra: Ashley River Sites Comparison
Trace Elements Rb Sr Y Zr Nb Region
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Figure B-7: XRF Spectra: Sea Wall Bricks and Powder Magazine
Overall Spectra
Figure B-8: XRF Spectra: Sea Wall Bricks and Powder Magazine
Calcium Region
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Figure B-9: XRF Spectra: Sea Wall Bricks and Powder Magazine
Trace Elements Rb Sr Y Zr Nb Region
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Artax XRF Raw Data
Colonial Dorchester Free School Al K12 As K12 Ba K12 Ba L1 Ca K12 Cl K12
38DR03 Free School-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419 4816 598 609 1666 273967 1
38DR03 Free School-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419 3820 2221 460 0 811129 1
38DR03 Free School-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419 4030 1974 471 0 635429 1
Average 4222 1598 513 555 573508 1
Standard Deviation 525.0257 874.5012 83.03212 961.8655 273882.1 0
Colonial Dorchester Lot 52 Foundation Wall 
38DR03 Lot 52 Foundation Wall-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419 7546 3704 763 0 83126 1
38DR03 Lot 52 Foundation Wall-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419 5434 495 -3 1065 61001 1
38DR03 Lot 52 Foundation Wall-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419 6163 2386 0 2681 53282 1
Average 6381 2195 253 1249 65803 1
Standard Deviation 1072.744 1613.004 441.3868 1349.904 15490.66 0
Colonial Dorchester Powder Magazine 
38DR03 PM WW-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419 3298 2199 709 1003 550176 1
38DR03 PM WW-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419 4231 3492 903 1414 538123 1
38DR03 PM WW-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419 5440 5079 598 920 987273 1
Average 4323 3590 737 1112 691857 1
Standard Deviation 1073.959 1442.499 154.3708 264.5266 255908.4 0
Colonial Dorchester Lot 7 Riverside Wall Foundation
38DR03 Riverside Wall Foundation-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419 9776 2987 0 1317 222095 1
38DR03 Riverside Wall Foundation-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419 4080 4716 -6 0 389038 1
38DR03 Riverside Wall Foundation-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419 4864 5287 1 0 315150 1
38DR03 Riverside Wall Foundation-04 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419 8254 3639 416 0 255769 1
38DR03 Riverside Wall Foundation-05 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419 7396 3092 416 1363 253269 1
Average 6874 3944 165 536 287064 1
Standard Deviation 2368.809 1016.663 228.7811 734.1284 66200.4 0
Figure B-10: Artax Raw Data Analysis
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Artax XRF Raw Data
Granville Bastion 1 02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419 6334 13355 771 1679 769674 1
Granville Bastion 1 03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419 10517 12522 403 1199 1632149 1
Granville Bastion 1 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419 3804 15407 560 0 625228 1
Average 6885 13761 578 959 1009017 1
Standard Deviation 3390.25 1484.802 184.6591 864.7776 544459.6 0
Half MoonBattery  Sample 3
Half Moon S3-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419 2342 6038 725 10818 454451 1
Half Moon S3-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419 4762 10301 580 20102 751096 1
Half Moon S3-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419 3589 9324 763 1708 1281341 1
Half Moon S3-04 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419 2983 7289 1085 7854 404399 1
Half Moon S3-05 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419 7569 7477 -6 1769 631127 1
Half Moon S3-06 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419 5909 8632 417 16075 383350 1
Average 4526 8177 594 9721 650961 1
Standard Deviation 1962.494 1541.939 368.3281 7486.923 340242.3 0
Finished Parapet Cap Sample 1
Parapet cap 1 02 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055 13610 1663 560 1723 111665 1
Parapet cap 1 03 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055 5007 350 256 2272 64319 1
Parapet cap 1 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055 24075 1654 430 1726 260784 1
Average 14231 1222 415 1907 145589 1
Standard Deviation 9549.14 755.4762 152.5298 316.1028 102531.8 0
Drayton Hall 981A Sample 1
PDH 981A-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055 8159 1613 0 0 113601 1
PDH 981A-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055 12882 4376 -4 2147 119545 1
PDH 981A-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055 27898 1327 785 1641 202701 1
Average 16313 2439 260 1263 145282 1
Standard Deviation 10307.08 1683.863 454.3791 1122.388 49814.76 0
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Artax XRF Raw Data
Drayton Hall 1052 B
PDH 1052 B-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055 23749 1117 920 1695 183188 1
PDH 1052 B-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055 26778 2541 832 1459 122599 1
PDH 1052 B-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055 14337 781 343 0 149893 1
Average 21621 1480 698 1051 151893 1
Standard Deviation 6487.669 934.3689 310.8574 918.096 30343.99 0
Powder Magazine N110E102
PM N110E102 2 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055 12435 3679 0 1476 196946 1
PM N110E102 3 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055 11417 523 0 2160 127268 1
PM N110E102 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055 13744 1888 0 3450 124148 1
Average 12532 2030 0 2362 149454 1
Standard Deviation 1166.529 1582.785 0 1002.383 41158.85 0
Powder Magazine N120E115 
PM N120E115 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055 9397 2656 -1 1228 97652 1
PM N120E115 2 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055 8257 453 404 0 82049 1
PM N120E115 3 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055 6321 2448 -3 1 74530 1
Average 7992 1852 133 410 84744 1
Standard Deviation 1555.071 1216.313 234.4063 708.6976 11794.18 0
Powder Magazine N145E110
PM N145E110 2 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055 20916 1303 421 1576 150079 1
PM N145E110 3 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055 8398 2449 438 2168 477018 1
PM N145E110 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055 22652 1874 542 2617 226387 1
Average 17322 1875 467 2120 284495 1
Standard Deviation 7777.002 573.0012 65.50572 522.1344 171039.9 0
Sea Wall Brick  Lower Course White Point Garden
Sea Brick Wall King St 01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055 8054 6394 0 0 227251 1
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Artax XRF Raw Data
Sea Brick Wall King St 02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055 6502 6420 1062 1 332888 1
Sea Brick Wall King St 03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055 5123 1514 -3 1884 293922 1
Sea Brick Wall King St 04 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055 5948 8541 406 1734 390453 1
Sea Brick Wall King St 05 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055 5812 7341 -4 0 371557 1
Average 6288 6042 292 724 323214 1
Standard Deviation 1102.719 2678.711 465.2421 992.0661 65227.74 0
Sea Wall Infill Sample 1 White Point Garden
Sea Wall Infill Lower course S1-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055 8371 3240 782 0 493547 1
Sea Wall Infill Lower course S1-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055 5408 3955 720 1998 412073 1
Sea Wall Infill Lower course S1-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055 14250 2332 1013 2828 511966 1
Average 9343 3176 838 1609 472529 1
Standard Deviation 4500.425 813.4103 154.4096 1453.644 53159.95 0
South Redan Top Course Interior
South Redan-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055 9057 2382 467 299 5224510 1
South Redan-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055 12481 2219 547 0 6098638 1
South Redan-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055 9741 4320 499 180 6405463 1
Average 10426 2974 504 160 5909537 1
Standard Deviation 1812 1169 40 151 612766 0
Missroon House Basement 
Missroon House basement-01@040215_104055 17563 3749 589 2947 760974 1
Missroon House basement-02 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055 19782 7345 631 2503 1016743 1
Missroon House basement-03 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055 25014 5046 822 2124 832183 1
Average 20786 5380 681 2525 869967 1
Standard Deviation 3825.685 1821.118 124.1867 411.9276 132004.4 0
Parapet South Adger's Wharf
parapet-01 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055 3211 1822 374 1519 1206122 1
Artax XRF Raw Data
parapet-02 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055 5555 9059 -13 2618 207442 1
parapet-03 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055 5251 2811 956 2466 295916 1
Average 4672 4564 439 2201 569827 1
Standard Deviation 1274.647 3924.067 487.7592 595.499 552820.7 0
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Artax XRF Raw Data
Colonial Dorchester Free School
38DR03 Free School-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
38DR03 Free School-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
38DR03 Free School-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Average
Standard Deviation
Colonial Dorchester Lot 52 Foundation Wall 
38DR03 Lot 52 Foundation Wall-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
38DR03 Lot 52 Foundation Wall-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
38DR03 Lot 52 Foundation Wall-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Average
Standard Deviation
Colonial Dorchester Powder Magazine 
38DR03 PM WW-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
38DR03 PM WW-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
38DR03 PM WW-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Average
Standard Deviation
Colonial Dorchester Lot 7 Riverside Wall Foundation
38DR03 Riverside Wall Foundation-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
38DR03 Riverside Wall Foundation-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
38DR03 Riverside Wall Foundation-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
38DR03 Riverside Wall Foundation-04 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
38DR03 Riverside Wall Foundation-05 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Average
Standard Deviation
Cr K12 Cu K12 Fe K12 K K12 Mn K12
3786 26786 3131744 42450 11638
3955 26302 3046698 37546 14434
3836 26696 3409848 48992 14105
3859 26595 3196097 42996 13392
86.8159 257.4205 189935.3 5742.501 1528.177
1907 27570 2524383 31563 13177
5683 28944 2146385 24753 9588
3515 25225 2192657 30896 9057
3702 27246 2287808 29071 10607
1894.908 1880.508 206181.8 3754.052 2241.178
3631 26217 2496244 35341 9118
3467 25048 2955363 38857 11067
4401 25787 2855869 42533 14018
3833 25684 2769159 38910 11401
498.6903 591.2673 241529.7 3596.297 2467.016
6509 30270 2936888 14957 23559
6137 27414 3066589 15777 26665
3855 26435 2676867 16891 18361
5927 50224 3207754 47963 22870
8165 29281 3244801 42456 21258
6119 32725 3026580 27609 22543
1541.193 9897.904 230428.4 16199.26 3052.475
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Artax XRF Raw Data
43 East Bay Street
43 East Bay 1 vac 02 40 20 no filter@040215_103419
43 East Bay 1 vac 03 40 20 no filter@040215_103419
43 East Bay 1 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_103419
Average
Standard Deviation
Curtain Wall East Bay
Curtain wall EB 1 01 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_103419
Curtain wall EB 1 02 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_103419
Curtain wall EB 1 03 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_103419




DH 985C-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
DH 985C-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
DH 985C-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Average
Standard Deviation
Drayton Hall Sample 1
DH Portico R001-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
DH Portico R001-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419




2830 21469 1577970 19187 19783
2172 22419 2684688 91361 21651
3327 23946 3241706 43378 37769
2776 22611 2501455 51309 26401
579 1250 846868 36735 9889
2990 17709 2107421 28056 7256
3020 22294 2104406 47169 15022
3476 22171 2480980 42157 14533
410 12475 19106 1 917
2474 18662 1677978 29346 9432
1393.852 4643.694 1119960 21170.53 6695.981
3996 33022 3566959 77914 32281
5524 39519 3952484 89590 53980
8416 37915 4009676 88408 53058
5979 36819 3843040 85304 46440
2244.803 3384.407 240796.9 6427.158 12270.43
9038 27434 2891181 69786 13967
7231 29462 3282717 80853 14772
7602 28696 4008950 59128 13003
7957 28531 3394283 69922 13914
954.3747 1024.059 567174.6 10863.14 885.6901
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Artax XRF Raw Data
Granville Bastion 1 02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Granville Bastion 1 03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Granville Bastion 1 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Average
Standard Deviation
Half MoonBattery  Sample 3
Half Moon S3-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Half Moon S3-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Half Moon S3-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Half Moon S3-04 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Half Moon S3-05 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Half Moon S3-06 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Average
Standard Deviation
Finished Parapet Cap Sample 1
Parapet cap 1 02 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
Parapet cap 1 03 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
Parapet cap 1 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
Average
Standard Deviation
Drayton Hall 981A Sample 1
PDH 981A-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
PDH 981A-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
PDH 981A-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
Average
Standard Deviation
2999 15269 1481342 26763 8610
5438 19322 1965247 39329 10111
3047 19176 1307918 19800 9562
3828 17922 1584836 28631 9428
1394.507 2299.013 340666.3 9897.555 759.4632
707 28808 843549 26234 11362
315 28187 1873473 78048 24572
2699 24223 1090939 28545 12025
1446 28596 1558385 66827 10853
3461 25337 2743521 68660 9112
844 26584 2045488 94130 19262
1579 26956 1692559 60407 14531
1241.96 1890.169 687397.6 27352.35 6040.197
4413 17539 2422766 35130 7292
4076 19148 1518169 14125 1924
6150 22458 3597676 56818 10397
4880 19715 2512870 35358 6538
1112.97 2508.038 1042678 21347.41 4286.572
3119 27614 1959981 43019 16257
2946 26791 2065600 53042 20049
7174 34147 4534576 67498 37013
4413 29517 2853386 54520 24440
2392.66 4030.47 1456911 12306.22 11052.66
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Artax XRF Raw Data
Sea Brick Wall King St 02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
Sea Brick Wall King St 03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
Sea Brick Wall King St 04 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
Sea Brick Wall King St 05 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
Average
Standard Deviation
Sea Wall Infill Sample 1 White Point Garden
Sea Wall Infill Lower course S1-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
Sea Wall Infill Lower course S1-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
Sea Wall Infill Lower course S1-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
Average
Standard Deviation
South Redan Top Course Interior
South Redan-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
South Redan-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
South Redan-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
Average
Standard Deviation
Missroon House Basement 
Missroon House basement-01@040215_104055
Missroon House basement-02 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
Missroon House basement-03 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
Average
Standard Deviation
Parapet South Adger's Wharf
parapet-01 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
3499 26571 1748893 39320 22110
4154 30977 4203042 34011 22911
2901 27249 1619615 38127 22030
3293 29396 2228379 44692 27160
3588 28913 2327705 39255 23287
534.8643 1928.088 1072660 3843.688 2193.234
3984 43317 4291338 81210 15948
1571 25292 2421518 59075 14362
6810 31164 3429729 94887 19227
4122 33258 3380862 78391 16512
2622.212 9193.081 935867.4 18071.7 2481.111
1835 16364 279324 1 6751
358 15598 206237 1 2224
2356 16902 362313 3163 5632
1516 16288 282625 1055 4869
1036 655 78090 1826 2358
7424 29397 4186924 214594 62537
7537 29477 4200721 217847 60635
8522 30855 4607003 274324 66201
7828 29910 4331549 235588 63124
603.9589 819.6593 238649.6 33585.48 2829.1
2415 24733 1394776 18759 8209
Artax XRF Raw Data
parapet-02 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
parapet-03 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
Average
Standard Deviation
5393 26723 3067701 39496 9165
5190 25837 2790641 34563 8959
4333 25764 2417706 30939 8778
1663.847 996.9881 896649.3 10833.01 503.1355
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Artax XRF Raw Data
Colonial Dorchester Free School
38DR03 Free School-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
38DR03 Free School-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
38DR03 Free School-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Average
Standard Deviation
Colonial Dorchester Lot 52 Foundation Wall 
38DR03 Lot 52 Foundation Wall-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
38DR03 Lot 52 Foundation Wall-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
38DR03 Lot 52 Foundation Wall-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Average
Standard Deviation
Colonial Dorchester Powder Magazine 
38DR03 PM WW-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
38DR03 PM WW-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
38DR03 PM WW-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Average
Standard Deviation
Colonial Dorchester Lot 7 Riverside Wall Foundation
38DR03 Riverside Wall Foundation-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
38DR03 Riverside Wall Foundation-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
38DR03 Riverside Wall Foundation-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
38DR03 Riverside Wall Foundation-04 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
38DR03 Riverside Wall Foundation-05 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Average
Standard Deviation
Ni K12 P K12 Pb L1 Pb M1 Rh K12
22344 9029 2399 0 120678
22765 11231 2897 0 127979
20680 10065 2968 0 117085
21930 10108 2755 0 121914
1102.525 1101.639 310.0554 0 5551.178
25278 11838 3991 0 134229
20785 9240 4704 0 117287
21796 10772 1610 0 126083
22620 10617 3435 0 125866
2357.028 1305.947 1620.204 0 8473.078
21535 8646 3268 0 119565
22912 8965 3311 0 125988
24145 14158 3436 148 134121
22864 10590 3338 49 126558
1305.662 3094.381 87.27161 85.44784 7294.721
29356 16441 4987 0 148779
24669 14074 6156 0 133981
24682 13486 4353 0 138412
26132 19930 5001 0 156323
25775 15887 4475 0 149795
26123 15964 4994 0 145458
1921.202 2533.535 712.4927 0 9072.685
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Artax XRF Raw Data
43 East Bay Street
43 East Bay 1 vac 02 40 20 no filter@040215_103419
43 East Bay 1 vac 03 40 20 no filter@040215_103419
43 East Bay 1 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_103419
Average
Standard Deviation
Curtain Wall East Bay
Curtain wall EB 1 01 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_103419
Curtain wall EB 1 02 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_103419
Curtain wall EB 1 03 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_103419




DH 985C-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
DH 985C-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
DH 985C-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Average
Standard Deviation
Drayton Hall Sample 1
DH Portico R001-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
DH Portico R001-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419




16249 8605 23130 113 74310
18664 17539 19566 836 99815
18389 19129 55624 1191 103150
17767 15091 32773 713 92425
1322 5673 19869 549 15776
16093 10044 1977 0 84158
20627 24517 18106 342 110345
19579 19554 12310 170 106491
12093 3424 417 52 6492
17098 14385 8203 141 76872
3858.724 9458.044 8452.253 151.7059 48318.93
23171 19988 38849 28 126813
24015 53448 127572 590 149700
23941 32103 59710 584 140432
23709 35180 75377 401 138982
467.3885 16940.85 46390.02 322.7527 11512.22
22648 17130 6433 0 135617
23370 19231 5731 1172 145126
21422 34393 17024 0 147795
22480 23585 9729 391 142846
984.8066 9419.055 6327.11 676.6545 6401.15
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Artax XRF Raw Data
Granville Bastion 1 02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Granville Bastion 1 03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Granville Bastion 1 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Average
Standard Deviation
Half MoonBattery  Sample 3
Half Moon S3-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Half Moon S3-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Half Moon S3-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Half Moon S3-04 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Half Moon S3-05 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Half Moon S3-06 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Average
Standard Deviation
Finished Parapet Cap Sample 1
Parapet cap 1 02 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
Parapet cap 1 03 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
Parapet cap 1 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
Average
Standard Deviation
Drayton Hall 981A Sample 1
PDH 981A-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
PDH 981A-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
PDH 981A-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
Average
Standard Deviation
21059 10577 19554 0
94186
20197 15461 11594 0
109641
21332 8780 23883 2767
100984
20863 11606 18344 922
101604
592.4241 3457.321 6233.262 1597.528
7746.112
23775 8063 6388 2227
81505
24561 13469 5181 20294
125421
25308 12259 6398 44333
113222
21609 10352 8816 7444
106587
28128 13840 3107 5958
129394
25900 13099 5127 6336
119675
24880 11847 5836 14432
112634
2181.528 2231.316 1891.036 15897.05
17319.97
15576 12827 1707 0
99043
15179 6217 1246 0
72862
16261 17133 5131 0
124005
15672 12059 2695 0
98637
547.3509 5498.375 2122.48 0
25573.92
25498 17761 4486 0
135583
26909 24759 8229 0
150389
24004 31871 10596 0
150200
25470 24797 7770 0
145391
1452.698 7055.077 3080.715 0
8494.214
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Artax XRF Raw Data
Drayton Hall 1052 B
PDH 1052 B-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
PDH 1052 B-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055




PM N110E102 2 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
PM N110E102 3 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
PM N110E102 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
Average
Standard Deviation
Powder Magazine N120E115 
PM N120E115 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
PM N120E115 2 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055




PM N145E110 2 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
PM N145E110 3 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
PM N145E110 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
Average
Standard Deviation
Sea Wall Brick  Lower Course White Point Garden
Sea Brick Wall King St 01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
22716 25985 8766 0
144770
21797 25778 8330 0
151479
21018 16608 6505 0
127385
21844 22790 7867 0
141211
849.9614 5355.058 1199.503 0
12434.96
21692 16423 4871 0
126886
22447 16164 4147 0
129956
21486 14989 10262 0
131197
21875 15859 6427 0
129346
505.9615 764.2057 3341.165 0
2219.223
24070 23100 5551 214
136937
25645 17676 2107 0
128555
23762 16859 3305 0
128041
24492 19212 3654 71
131178
1010.048 3392.083 1748.373 123.553
4994.346
22670 15752 6890 0
141445
20859 15000 4906 0
107621
22004 22191 9184 0
142106
21844 17648 6993 0
130391
915.9969 3952.567 2140.871 0
19721.88
28742 22904 7365 0
166533
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Artax XRF Raw Data
Sea Brick Wall King St 02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
Sea Brick Wall King St 03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
Sea Brick Wall King St 04 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
Sea Brick Wall King St 05 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
Average
Standard Deviation
Sea Wall Infill Sample 1 White Point Garden
Sea Wall Infill Lower course S1-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
Sea Wall Infill Lower course S1-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
Sea Wall Infill Lower course S1-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
Average
Standard Deviation
South Redan Top Course Interior
South Redan-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
South Redan-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
South Redan-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
Average
Standard Deviation
Missroon House Basement 
Missroon House basement-01@040215_104055
Missroon House basement-02 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
Missroon House basement-03 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
Average
Standard Deviation
Parapet South Adger's Wharf
parapet-01 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
27298 17844 6431 0 152885
18371 12908 11791 0 136915
31640 17933 10152 0 156336
26047 11807 7254 0 151096
26420 16679 8599 0 152753
4958.238 4461.984 2271.16 0 10680.96
20654 11407 12291 0 131268
21761 9497 6224 0 130417
24741 15433 12846 0 148504
22385 12112 10454 0 136730
2113.82 3030.205 3673.495 0 10205.75
40333 31522 1311 2073 117808
44316 31233 1322 2170 100836
54016 35765 1504 4518 138921
46222 32840 1379 2920 119188
7038 2537 108 1384 19080
25833 15593 5573 0 131603
24696 19072 7073 0 134770
25848 20456 6467 0 137699
25459 18374 6371 0 134691
660.8199 2505.583 754.5939 0 3048.774
18302 11109 4725 0 83556
Artax XRF Raw Data
parapet-02 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
parapet-03 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
Average
Standard Deviation
19367 11003 29647 292 94734
18238 8281 22871 0 93978
18636 10131 19081 97 90756
634.1611 1603.023 12886.02 168.5863 6246.83
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Artax XRF Raw Data
Colonial Dorchester Free School
38DR03 Free School-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
38DR03 Free School-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
38DR03 Free School-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Average
Standard Deviation
Colonial Dorchester Lot 52 Foundation Wall 
38DR03 Lot 52 Foundation Wall-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
38DR03 Lot 52 Foundation Wall-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
38DR03 Lot 52 Foundation Wall-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Average
Standard Deviation
Colonial Dorchester Powder Magazine 
38DR03 PM WW-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
38DR03 PM WW-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
38DR03 PM WW-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Average
Standard Deviation
Colonial Dorchester Lot 7 Riverside Wall Foundation
38DR03 Riverside Wall Foundation-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
38DR03 Riverside Wall Foundation-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
38DR03 Riverside Wall Foundation-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
38DR03 Riverside Wall Foundation-04 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
38DR03 Riverside Wall Foundation-05 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Average
Standard Deviation
Rh L1 S K12 Si K12 Ti K12
133238 1 78881 151942
133497 1 75422 145551
128234 1 79913 163133
131656 1 78072 153542
2966.655 0 2352.261 8899.533
126240 1 152465 182850
126853 1 93018 172597
126444 1 122723 166897
126512 1 122735 174115
312.1607 0 29723.5 8084.061
129604 1 62442 134611
130171 1 82799 144101
126561 1 121438 153315
128779 1 88893 144009
1941.367 0 29966.39 9352.339
133689 1 139018 218493
136181 1 68854 185852
134776 1 74263 157196
130568 1 173537 203804
134340 1 129969 207787
133911 1 117128 194626
2080.27 0 44704.1 24005.57
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Artax XRF Raw Data
43 East Bay Street
43 East Bay 1 vac 02 40 20 no filter@040215_103419
43 East Bay 1 vac 03 40 20 no filter@040215_103419
43 East Bay 1 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_103419
Average
Standard Deviation
Curtain Wall East Bay
Curtain wall EB 1 01 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_103419
Curtain wall EB 1 02 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_103419
Curtain wall EB 1 03 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_103419




DH 985C-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
DH 985C-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
DH 985C-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Average
Standard Deviation
Drayton Hall Sample 1
DH Portico R001-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
DH Portico R001-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419




105014 1 48933 72381
103585 1 118817 122496
102435 1 127589 109810
103678 1 98446 101562
1292 0 43104 26056
103478 1 120816 142071
103842 1 171270 150028
102624 1 152703 142197
108216 1 5036 8592
104540 1 112456 110722
2503.27 0 74582.96 68188.3
117397 1 198628 232495
113545 1 323189 307036
116062 1 278616 301093
115668 1 266811 280208
1955.992 0 63114.02 41427.38
229030 1 254238 165973
223620 1 261200 184341
417556 1 253979 194935
290069 1 256472 181750
110440.4 0 4096.327 14653.86
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Artax XRF Raw Data
Granville Bastion 1 02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Granville Bastion 1 03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Granville Bastion 1 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Average
Standard Deviation
Half MoonBattery  Sample 3
Half Moon S3-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Half Moon S3-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Half Moon S3-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Half Moon S3-04 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Half Moon S3-05 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Half Moon S3-06 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Average
Standard Deviation
Finished Parapet Cap Sample 1
Parapet cap 1 02 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
Parapet cap 1 03 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
Parapet cap 1 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
Average
Standard Deviation
Drayton Hall 981A Sample 1
PDH 981A-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
PDH 981A-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
PDH 981A-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
Average
Standard Deviation
235398 1 101085 102286
235104 1 153902 120011
308501 691 67860 98434
259668 231 107616 106910
42291.16 398.3717 43391.17 11507.83
159399 1 34256 68588
220178 30356 104250 156233
180286 83977 69018 72104
143863 3018 66123 124963
193672 3534 153841 167028
202456 2148 107491 172273
183309 20506 89163 126865
28178.49 33096.65 41709.04 46767.57
104282 1 179231 101057
108515 1 58801 68454
103574 1 291000 140431
105457 1 176344 103314
2671.861 0 116126.4 36041.54
128157 1 220548 207108
123190 1 328976 226100
123608 1 360874 349357
124985 1 303466 260855
2754.972 0 73558.93 77231
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Artax XRF Raw Data
Drayton Hall 1052 B
PDH 1052 B-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
PDH 1052 B-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055




PM N110E102 2 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
PM N110E102 3 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
PM N110E102 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
Average
Standard Deviation
Powder Magazine N120E115 
PM N120E115 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
PM N120E115 2 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055




PM N145E110 2 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
PM N145E110 3 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
PM N145E110 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
Average
Standard Deviation
Sea Wall Brick  Lower Course White Point Garden
Sea Brick Wall King St 01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
118022 1 297886 256100
118362 1 350895 243286
118970 1 170830 235912
118451 1 273204 245099
480.2721 0 92535.21 10215.43
133709 1 206028 200713
131205 1 204716 231928
131786 1 217468 180687
132233 1 209404 204443
1310.566 0 7014.372 25823.3
131028 1 310768 202667
132682 1 237452 204346
134448 1 226835 186733
132719 1 258352 197915
1710.306 0 45703.22 9720.504
128565 1 256438 187300
134358 1 95424 131494
129218 1 248986 190560
130714 1 200283 169785
3172.929 0 90886.68 33200.73
144605 1 352472 231252
142
Artax XRF Raw Data
Sea Brick Wall King St 02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
Sea Brick Wall King St 03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
Sea Brick Wall King St 04 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
Sea Brick Wall King St 05 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
Average
Standard Deviation
Sea Wall Infill Sample 1 White Point Garden
Sea Wall Infill Lower course S1-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
Sea Wall Infill Lower course S1-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
Sea Wall Infill Lower course S1-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
Average
Standard Deviation
South Redan Top Course Interior
South Redan-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
South Redan-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
South Redan-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
Average
Standard Deviation
Missroon House Basement 
Missroon House basement-01@040215_104055
Missroon House basement-02 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
Missroon House basement-03 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
Average
Standard Deviation
Parapet South Adger's Wharf
parapet-01 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
139640 1 252868 250352
132960 1 161261 179924
138860 1 240025 219619
143141 1 142647 215321
139841 1 229855 219294
4525.942 0 83633.62 25852.85
120854 1 133739 208187
119152 1 98679 233621
122154 1 220047 186008
199968
120720 1 150822 206946
1505.479 0 62461.28 20001.57
122471 7594 78329 25003
120954 11871 32462 13460
116646 14632 108923 27824
120024 11366 73238 22096
3022 3546 38484 7611
130962 0 220041 145642
131111 1 243442 136771
130433 1 298435 160506
130835 1 253973 147640
356.3065 0.57735 40243.96 11992.94
134613 1 37840 72919
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Artax XRF Raw Data
Colonial Dorchester Free School
38DR03 Free School-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
38DR03 Free School-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
38DR03 Free School-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Average
Standard Deviation
Colonial Dorchester Lot 52 Foundation Wall 
38DR03 Lot 52 Foundation Wall-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
38DR03 Lot 52 Foundation Wall-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
38DR03 Lot 52 Foundation Wall-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Average
Standard Deviation
Colonial Dorchester Powder Magazine 
38DR03 PM WW-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
38DR03 PM WW-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
38DR03 PM WW-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Average
Standard Deviation
Colonial Dorchester Lot 7 Riverside Wall Foundation
38DR03 Riverside Wall Foundation-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
38DR03 Riverside Wall Foundation-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
38DR03 Riverside Wall Foundation-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
38DR03 Riverside Wall Foundation-04 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419


























Artax XRF Raw Data
parapet-02 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
parapet-03 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
Average
Standard Deviation
133581 1 78070 103769
130151 0 63498 99698
132782 1 59803 92129
2335.928 0.57735 20367.99 16760.12
144
Artax XRF Raw Data
43 East Bay Street
43 East Bay 1 vac 02 40 20 no filter@040215_103419
43 East Bay 1 vac 03 40 20 no filter@040215_103419
43 East Bay 1 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_103419
Average
Standard Deviation
Curtain Wall East Bay
Curtain wall EB 1 01 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_103419
Curtain wall EB 1 02 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_103419
Curtain wall EB 1 03 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_103419




DH 985C-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
DH 985C-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
DH 985C-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Average
Standard Deviation
Drayton Hall Sample 1
DH Portico R001-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
DH Portico R001-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419


























Artax XRF Raw Data
Granville Bastion 1 02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Granville Bastion 1 03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Granville Bastion 1 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Average
Standard Deviation
Half MoonBattery  Sample 3
Half Moon S3-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Half Moon S3-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Half Moon S3-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Half Moon S3-04 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Half Moon S3-05 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Half Moon S3-06 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_103419
Average
Standard Deviation
Finished Parapet Cap Sample 1
Parapet cap 1 02 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
Parapet cap 1 03 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
Parapet cap 1 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
Average
Standard Deviation
Drayton Hall 981A Sample 1
PDH 981A-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
PDH 981A-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055



























Artax XRF Raw Data
Drayton Hall 1052 B
PDH 1052 B-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
PDH 1052 B-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055




PM N110E102 2 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
PM N110E102 3 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
PM N110E102 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
Average
Standard Deviation
Powder Magazine N120E115 
PM N120E115 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
PM N120E115 2 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055




PM N145E110 2 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
PM N145E110 3 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
PM N145E110 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
Average
Standard Deviation
Sea Wall Brick  Lower Course White Point Garden























Artax XRF Raw Data
Sea Brick Wall King St 02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
Sea Brick Wall King St 03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
Sea Brick Wall King St 04 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
Sea Brick Wall King St 05 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
Average
Standard Deviation
Sea Wall Infill Sample 1 White Point Garden
Sea Wall Infill Lower course S1-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
Sea Wall Infill Lower course S1-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
Sea Wall Infill Lower course S1-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
Average
Standard Deviation
South Redan Top Course Interior
South Redan-01 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
South Redan-02 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
South Redan-03 vac 20 40 no filter@040215_104055
Average
Standard Deviation
Missroon House Basement 
Missroon House basement-01@040215_104055
Missroon House basement-02 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
Missroon House basement-03 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055
Average
Standard Deviation
Parapet South Adger's Wharf
























Artax XRF Raw Data
parapet-02 vac 40 20 no filter@040215_104055










Data Sheets and Tables
Figure C-1: XRD Spectra: 38 DR03 Free School
149
Figure C-2: XRD Spectra: 38 DR03 Lot 7 Riverside Foundation Wall
150
Figure C-3: XRD Spectra: 38 DR03 Lot 52 Foundation Wall
151
Figure C-4: XRD Spectra: 38 DR03 Powder Magazine
152
Figure C-5: XRD Spectra: 43 East Bay Wall
153
Figure C-6: XRD Spectra: Curtain Wall
154
Figure C-7: XRD Spectra: DH981A
155
Figure C-8: XRD Spectra: DH 985C
156
Figure C-9: XRD Spectra: DH 1052B
157
Figure C-10: XRD Spectra: DH Portico
158
Figure C-11: XRD Spectra: Granville Bastion
159
Figure C-12: XRD Spectra: Half Moon Battery
160
Figure C-13: XRD Spectra: Finished Cap on Parapet Redan 
161
Figure C-14: XRD Spectra: Missroon basement
162
Figure C-15: XRD Spectra: Parapet S Adgar’s Wharf 
163
Figure C-16: XRD Spectra: Powder Magazine N110 
164
Figure C-17: XRD Spectra: Powder Magazine N120
165
Figure C-18: XRD Spectra: Powder Magazine N145
166
Figure C-19: XRD Spectra: Sea Wall Lower Course
167
Figure C-20: XRD Spectra: Sea Wall Infill
168
Figure C-21: XRD Spectra: South Redan Top Course
169
Sample L a b Crist Q T Total SiO2 Mullite Albite Unique
  +Y to-B        










48.9 9.1 9.5 20.2 40.9 11.9 73 20.7   
           










53 Lvl 1 
FS204











51.1 8.8 13.3 11.9 26.8 46.5 85.2 8.6   





46.4 16.2 18.6 9.7 77  86.7 10.3   
DH Portico 
Bricks R001 46.1 23 17.9 8 78.9  86.9 8.5   




55.4 28.1 32.6 6 89.4  95.4 0   




45.5 14.5 18 5.5 78.8  84.3 12.2   





61.5 17.2 32.6 5 66.5  71.5   CaCO3 =16.6
          Spinel
           
Pre Drayton 
DH985C 60.6 17 29.5 0.9 85.8  86.7  1.5 Wolast
          Cord
          (Ka-olin?)
Pre-Drayton 
1052B 41.8 25.6 24.8  83.9 0 80.3 4.2 5.8  














51.3 8.6 10.1  15.7 56.2 71.9 17.8 3.2  
43 East Bay 
Wall 58.6 22.7 31  82.2  82.2  3.2 Chloro-










53.2 25.9 29.7  83  83  11.6 Sill-
PM N145 
E110 Fca 21 
Fs 38 Brick 
Rubble
42.3 27.5 26 1.9 82.9  84.8 4.4   
Missroon 
Basement 47.3 7.8 8.7    42.6  12.7 Anor-
171
BML ID# Sample Description L a b
11895 43 East Bay Wall 58.6 22.7 31
11896
Sea	Wall	Infill	Low-
er Course King S 
Battery
53.2 25.9 29.7
11897 S Redan Top Course 1/2008 45.5 14.5 18
11898
PM N145 E110 Fca 
21 Fs 38 Brick Rub-
ble
42.3 27.5 26
11899 Parapet S Adgar’s Wharf 9/30/14 60.1 26 32.5
11900 Half Moon Battery S3 R/05/14 65 16.5 21.2
11901 Curtain Wall East Bay 2013 55.4 28.1 32.6
Figure C-24: CIE L*a*b Colorimetry
Color Readings
172
11902 Granville Bastion Sea Wall 9/30/14 61.5 17.2 32.6
11903
Powder Magazine 
N110 E102 Feature 




N120 E115 Feature 
71 FS243
51.3 8.6 10.1




er Course King and 
Battery
51.1 8.8 13.3
11907 Pre Drayton DH985C 60.6 17 29.5
173
11908





38 DR03 Powder 
Magazine W Wall 
1/26/15 AAC
48.9 9.1 9.5
11910 38 DR03 Free School 1/26/15 AAC 48.4 10.6 12.1
11911
Missroon Basement 
Lower Brick Course 
9/30/14
47.3 7.8 8.7
11912 DH 981A Test in Pre-Drayton Cellar 42.2 8.3 9.6
11913 DH Portico Bricks R001 46.1 23 17.9

































































































































































































































Figure C-25: Water Abosrption 
Rate and Brick Porosity 
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